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PRINT QUALITY FOR AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
Summary: An experiment is described in which military photo inter-
preters select between stereographs on the basis of information content. 
The 16 stereographs used were all printed from the same pair of negatives 
of scale l:g,400. Each stereograph was printed differently to emphasize 
one or more of 13 targets in the scene. The interpreters viewed individual 
targets in each stereograph through an Abrams CF-8 stereoscope and recorded 
their choice on a questionnaire. A choice was also made for overall ap-
pearance without using the stereoscope. 
The results from 35 observations are: 
Comparison 
Light Transparency 
vs. 
Dark Transparency 
Light Print 
vs. 
Dark Print 
Transparency 
vs. 
Print 
Higher Gradient 
vs. 
Lower Gradient 
(Within similar 
density ranges) 
Preference 
Light Transparency 
Light Print 
Transparency 
Higher Gradient 
Percent (Averaged 
From N Th.rgets) 
100 
93 
81 
80 
Collimated Light 
Printing 
vs. 
Diffuse Light 
Printing 
Eastman Variable 
Contrast 
vs. 
DuPont Varigam 
Unferrotyped 
Glossy Surface 
vs. 
Ferrotyped Glossy 
Surface 
Collimated Light 
Eastman Variable 
Contrast 
Unferrotyped Glossy 
Surface 
74 
66 
59 
It is concluded that for gaining information under the conditions of 
this study military photo interpreters show: 
1. Strong preference for positive transparencies instead of positive 
paper prints. 
2. Strong preference for positives which were printed from colli-
mated light instead of positives printed from diffuse light. 
3. Strong preference for lighter appearing instead of darker appearing 
positives; providing the details are neither "washed out" nor ''blocked up. 11 
There is a tendency for very light "washed out highlights 11 to be accepted 
while "blocked up shadows" are rejected. 
4. Strong preference for positive material D-Log E Curve gradients 
which are higher instead of lower for the same general range of densities 
in the positive. 
5. Moderate preference for prints made on Eastman Variable Contrast 
Paper (Experimental Emulsion 47763A) instead of prints made on DuPont Vari-
gam when both are printed with ultraviolet light for use in the toe region 
of their respective D-log E curves. This does !1Qi mean that DuPont Varigam 
paper is unacceptable. The Eastman paper has the advantages of reaching 
the same D for all contrasts, and of having the same directional color 
max 
response as Varigam. 
6. Only a slight preference for unglossed surface prints instead of 
glossy surface prints. 
The conclusions would seem to warrant expenditure of time and effort 
toward: 
1. Development of suitable equipment for viewing positive transpar-
encies in stereo without cutting individual frames from the roll. 
2. Study the feasibility of using: 
a. Variable contrast positive transparency in roll form. 
b. Only variable contrast paper for continuous tone printing 
(instead of papers of separate contrasts). 
3. Supplying a summary of the information in this report regarding 
the photo interpreter's preferences in lechnical Order form to appropriate 
photofinishing agencies. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Photography is a mixture of art and science. The pictorial 
photographer uses the science to produce his art. The photo interpreter 
must use the art to produce his science. He needs subjectively 
satisfactory photographs to produce objective intelligence. 
Who decides if a photograph is "subjectively satisfactory"? 
Traditionally, the photo finisher decides on the quality of the 
delivered print. Of course, occasionally a customer will reject the 
delivered print and demand reprinting to a more pleasing picture. So in 
aerial photography occasionally a photo interpreter will specify what 
type of print he wants. 
1 
In 1952, V~llios (Ref. 45) obtained the average opinion of 54 
photo interpreters on the type of photo positives they wished to use. 
The interpreters desired the following: 
Most wanted 1. Black and White Prints 
2. Color Prints 
3. Black and v.Jhite Transparencies 
Least wanted 4. Color Transparencies 
These results reflect t he interpreteis familiarity with prints and 
his lack of equipment to utilize transparencies satisfactorily. The 
use of transparencies has been advocated consistently by the photo 
scientists. 
Brock (Ref. 7), Howlett (Ref. 21), Katz (Ref. 36), and Macdonald 
1 This uncontrolled study gives only qualatative results. 
(Refs. 41, 42, 43) have been the leaders in showing the theoretical ad-
vantage of the long density scale transparencies over the shorter scale 
prints. 
CHAPTER II 
PROBLEMS 
One problem involves an analysis of broad preferences of photo inter-
praters as to the acceptability of positive transparencies for photo inter-
pretation. 
Another problem is just how should a reflection paper print be made for 
best photo interpretation. For conventional solution processing, some of the 
factors in estimated importance order which might influence photo interpre-
tation are: 
1. Maximum and Iirl.nimum densities in reflectance. (Symbol Dr.) 
2. Average slope of the Density-Log Exposure characteristic curve 
for the particular target under study. (S,ymbols G and D-Log E curve.) 
3. Surface characteristics of the printing paper. 
4. Degree of collimation of the printing light. 
There are so many variables in photography that it is difficult to study in-
terdependent factors separately. Resolution, sharpness, and micro contrast 
all affect print quality. 
When density and gradient are multiplied together, factors 1 and 2 be-
come psychophysi~al contrast (Refs. 13, 23, and 46).1 Factor 3 influences 
the maximum Dr and accepts or rejects pencil and fountain pen writing. Fac-
tor 4 seems to affect the sharpness of the finished positive. Factor 4 in-
volves the choice of printer while Factor 3 is concerned with choice of paper. 
The method of using the chosen paper2 and printer determines the values of Fac-
tors 1 and 2. 'Another problem then becomes one of choosing the printing method 
which will give the most information to the photo interpreter. 
1 For the total contrast capability of a paper, the author uses the symbol 
11ContrastM". 
2 An analogous situation exists for positive transparencies. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
In considering the four factors of the problem, both objective and 
subjective values are involved. This indicates using sensitometrically 
controlled photography in an opinion poll of photo interpreters to be 
the logical approach. 
Objective Tes~: 
A wide selection of photographic positive materials was tested and 
is reported in the Appendix.1 A few of these materials were used in 
printing the positives for the subjective test. 
Subjective Test : 
The subjective test was designed carefully. The nmin consideration 
was t hat the test accurately reflect the opinions of the photo i nterpre-
ters regarding printing for information content. A major consideration 
was that the test should be "practical" in that the test materials and 
objects were familiar to the photo interpreter. Because of the lack of 
photo interpreter subjects in the local Boston area, the test vvas designed 
to be self amninistered. 
A major project at Boston University is Macdonald's statistical 
determination of detection and recognition thresholds (Refs . 41,42,43). 
In this, the subjects are asked to distinquish square from round shapes. 
To provide similar conditions2 between ~~cdonald 1 s and 
- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
l In the Effect of Argon Light on Photographic Printing and in Miscel-
laneous Sensitometric Information on Photographic Papers. 
2 Exact correlation between the two experiments is not possible. 
1 
the author's experiment, the test negative was required to show square 
and circular shapes with no side shadow.3 It was felt that side shadow 
would destroy the geometrical symmetry of the objects on the ground. 
Other requirements for the negative were: stereo pair, vertical, 
typical scale, reasonably sharp, long range of densities, and contain 
a variety of familiar objects. After a detailed search of the USAF 
aeronautical chart film library, the author located a stereo pair of 
negatives with the desired characteristics. These were negatives 41 and 
42 on the 9 11 by 18 11 photography of the 8th Photo Rec amaissance Squad-
ron's Mission V R 270-Z-8 6PG8PS 26 September 1944 F/24 16800. 
The stereo pair4 selected was found to be: essentially vertical, 
of scale 1:8,400, and photographed over the vicinity of S02°33'30"; 
E140°29'00"5 when the sun was 2° from zenith. It is estimated that: 
1. The negative resolves about 15 lines/mm (Based on the outdoor 
theater benches of Target H). 
2. Aero Super XX film was exposed for 1/150 second at f/22 through 
a ~Tatten 25 red filter and 1% haze plus camera flare. 
3. Processing was in D-19 developer to a gamma of 2. 
Thirteen targets were chosen in the scene and identified with let-
ters. These targets are: 
A High contrast target of a sheet-metal roofed building in the 
woods (possib]y a sawmill). 
3 N~cdonald's photography was made in the laboratory of flat objects. 
4 All references to the stereo pair will be made as if it were a singular 
unit. 
5 Reference AMS May 44 Map of Grime River S230El4015/15, Key 522264. 
8 
·-
B Low contrast, low reflectance target of the crowns of trees. 
Medium contrast target of fine detail (possibly rocks in a 
stream bed). 
c 
D Low contrast, medium reflectance target of a sandlot softball 
infield. 
E High contrast target of a metal aircraft parked on a coral hard-
stand. 
F 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 
p 
R 
Low contrast, high reflectance target of the differences in re-
flectance from the upper wing surface of a parked aircraft. 
Low contrast line target of outdoor theater benches. 
High contrast round target of metal tank (possibly for storage 
of water). · 
High contrast square target of .retal roofed building. 6 
Medium contrast target of gross, easily recognized detail (pyra-
midal tents ) • 
Very low contrast, moderate reflectance target of grass on a 
hillside. 
Medium contrast target of coral hardstand. 
Medium contrast target of familar objects at marginal recognition 
(possibly 1/4 ton trailers). 
These targets are shown in Figure 1. Figures 2 through 6 are copies? 
of typical stereographs made from the selected negative. The density 
measurements of the negative are shown on Figure ?. 
The subjective test was designed8 to indicate the photo interpreter's 
preference when confronted with the following general paired comparisons. 
1. Transparency vs. print. 
2. Positives made with collimated light vs. positives made with 
diffuse light. 
3. Glossy surface vs. unglossed surface. 
4. Lighter appearance vs. darker appearance. 
5. Steep curve gradient vs. shallow curve gradient. 
6. Eastman Variable Contrast Paper vs. DuPont Variable Contrast 
Paper. 
6 Both square and round shapes have essentially the same area. 
7 Some of the original quality has been lost in reproduction. 
8 The test described here was the result of careful pretesting at Bos-
ton University, in cooperation with the Psychology Department. 
'f 
To achieve this, the 16 stereographs were printed as shown in Figure 8 
and Table I. In Table I, the gradient refers to the slope of the D-Log E 
Curve. DS is density scale and Dmax and D . are maximum and minimum den-llll.n 
sities respectively. 
For comparison with the estimated original scene, the significant 
stereographs were plotted as conventional tone reproduction diagrams9 in 
Figure 9. The 1% haze plus flare light may seem low, but this photography 
was made near the equator, far from smoky industry, with direct overhead 
10 
sunlight, and at a time of comparative inactivity on the ground below. 
Figure 10 has been included to show graphically the rapid degradation of 
contrast with increasing amounts of haze light. 
Figure 11 illustrates the questionnaire the subject was asked to 
complete. The information requested on Page 2 is r~quested again on Page 3 
of the questionnaire to eliminate left or right 11handednessn of the individ-
~al. For example, left handed photo interpreters might prefer the left 
stereograph because of its position rather than its photographic merits. The 
line sequence was varied into 16 arrangements and presented at random to the 
subjects. The Keystone ~st 7 Card DB6D11 was used to screen the subjects 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
9 It is emphasized that these diagrams are based upon estimated data of 
the original photography. The luminance values were estimated from 
References 7 and 8. 
10 The moving truck on the road shows no wake of dust. It is highly 
probable that a rain shower of the evening before has cleared the dust 
from the air. 
11 Reproduced at 65 mm interocular for this test with permission from the 
Keystone View Company. 
for stereopsis. The "gray" responses requested were used to indicate pop-
ulation homogenity and for data in the appendix. 12 
All subjective test materials were assembled in kit form as shown 
in Figure 12. The 7 1/2 watt "night-light" was provided on the stereo-
scope to provide a minimum level of illuminance on a given stereograph. 
The viewing light table was included to standardize the transparency viewing 
conditions. 
The kit of materials was circulated among 18 qualified military 
photo interpreter subjects. Each completed questionnaire was returned in-
dividually to minimize the possibility of one subject influencing another. 
12 Subjective Gray in Air Photography. 
Figure 1. Target Chart Used for Subjective Test 
Figure 2. Stereograph 4 Normal Contrast Print 
figure 3. Stereograph 5 Low Contrast Print 
Figure 4. Stereograph 14 High Contrast Print 
-
"' 
Figure 5. Stereograph 8 High Contrast Dark Print 
• 
figure 6. Stereograph 2 High Contrast Light Print 
. 
•• 
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Position of Targets on D·Log E Curves of fransparent Stereographs 
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TABLE I 
Specifications of Stereographs* 
Stereograph 1 
Printed on Eastman Aerographic Positive Film (Emulsion 7lh574-5-5) 10 seconds on ~e A-14 Printer. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 3.10 2.80 1.78 3.20 3.20 0.88 0.14 2.80 2.95 2.57 3.30 2.80 2.26 3.06 
0min: 0.04 0.55 3.00 1.45 1.84 0.04 0.04 2.48 0.92 0.30 1.35 2.66 0.50 1.65 
DS: 3.31 2.60 0.27 1.43 0.51 0.88 0.01 0.31 2.16 2.05 1.13 0.08 0.63 1.23 
0
max 3.35 3.15 3-35 2.88 2.35 0.92 0.05 2.78 3.08 2.35 2.48 2.74 1.13 2.88 
Stereograph 2 
Printed on Eastman Azo F-5 (November 1954) 1 second on T.Y'pe A-14 Printer. Print not glossed. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 3.20 3.80 0.30 1.20 o.oo 
D. . o.oo 0.69 0.00 0.08 o.oo . 
.lliJ.n 
DS: 1.32 0.62 0.04 0.04 o.oo 
0max= 1.32 1.32 0.04 0.12 o.oo 
*Densities shown are above base and either in transmittance or in reflectanc e as appropriate for the 
positive material. 
Blank spaces indicate targets not used. 
f\ 
-
• 
StereograEh ,2 
Printed on Eastman Unicontrast (Emulsion 1532) 1/4 second on 'l!YPe A-14 Printer. Print not glossed. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 1.60 1.52 0.81 1.98 1.60 2.26 1.75 1.55 2.40 0.90 2.00 
Dmin: o.oo 0.20 1.60 0.55 0.70 1.10 0.34 0.50 1.17 0.15 0.62 
DS: 1.72 1.44 0.12 0.87 0.22 0.20 1.26 0.53 0.07 0.27 0.80 
D 1.72 1.64 1.72 1.42 0.92 1.30 1.60 1.03 1.24 0.42 1.42 
max 
StereograEh !% 
Printed on Eastman Azo F-2 (May 1955) 1 second on 'l!YPe A-14 Printer. Print not glossed. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 2.10 1.60 2.20 1.86 1.53 0.08 0.00 2.26 1.80 0.76 1.40 2.34 0.46 1.90 
Dmin: o.oo 0.02 1.40 0.25 0.38 0.00 o.oo 0.82 0.06 o.oo 0.19 0.81 0.01 0.30 
DS: 1.71 1.52 0.31 0.75 0.22 0.06 o.oo o.u 1.31 0.60 0.51 0.07 0.13 0.80 
l1nax: 1.71 1.54 1.71 1.00 0.60 0.06 o.oo 0.93 1.37 0.60 0.70 0.88 0.14 1.10 
• 
Stereograeh 2 
Printed on Eastman Azo F-0 (August 1954) 1 second on ~e A-14 Printer. Print not glossed. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 1.10 1.25 0.90 1.40 1.40 0.45 0.00 1.46 1 35 1.07 1.40 1.45 0.90 1.45 
Dmi • n· 0.00 0.32 1.45 0.68 0.82 0.01 0.00 1.11 0.47 0.17 0.62 1.18 0.28 0.75 
DS: 1.62 1.18 0.17 0.64 0.23 0.45 o.oo 0.15 0.98 0.87 0.49 0.04 0.27 0.58 
Dmax: 1.62 1.50 1.62 1.32 1.05 0.46 0. 00 1.26 1.45 1.04 1.11 1.22 0.55 1.33 
Stereograeh 6 
Printed on Eastman Azo F-5 (November 1954) 2~ seconds on ~e A-14 Printer. Print not glossed. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 3.50 1.80 0.64 3.30 1.85 0.00 6.00 2.28 0.43 1.65 7.00 0.00 3-75 
Dmin: o.oo o.oo 1.67 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.51 o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.70 o.oo 0.04 
DS: 1.77 1.70 0.10 1.49 o.28 0.00 0.65 1.77 0.32 0.51 0.20 o.oo 1.46 
D . 1.77 1.70 1.77 1.50 0.32 0.00 1.16 1.77 0.32 0.52 0.90 o.oo 1.50 . 
max 
1'1 
u 
StereograQh '1 
Printed on Eastman Azo F-5 (November 1954) 80 seconds on T,ype A-14 Printer. Print not glossed. 
'Iarget: All A B c D E F H J K L .M p R 
Gradient: 3.40 o.oo 1.66 3.30 0.00 0.00 
D. . 0.15 1.87 0.15 0.15 1.87 1.86 
lDl.n 
. 
DS: 1.72 0.00 1.72 0.59 o.oo 0.01 
Dmax= 1.87 1.87 1.87 0.74 1.87 1.87 
StereograQh 8 
Printed on Eastman Azo F-5 (November 1954) 40 seconds on T,ype A-14 Printer. Print not glossed. 
'Iarget: All A B c D E F H J K 1 M p R 
Gradient: 3.30 o.oo 1.85 0.10 o.oo o.oo 0.30 
D . . 0.00 1.86 0.00 0.00 1.86 1.86 1.78 . 
nu.n 
DS: 1.86 o.oo 1.86 0.03 o.oo 0.00 o.os 
Dmax.: 1.86 1.86 1.86 0.03 1.86 1.86 1.86 
StereograQh 2 
Printed on Eastman Aerographic Positive F.ilm (Emulsion 716574-5-5) 3 seconds on T,rpe A-14 Printer. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 3.10 l.S6 3.30 2.50 2.34 0.16 0.05 2.95 2.13 1.00 2.02 3.00 0.55 2.60 
Dmin: o.oo 0.11 1.75 0.36 0.48 o.oo o.oo 1.00 O.lB 0.10 0.32 1.13 0.10 0.43 
DS: 2.25 1.75 0.50 1.10 0.37 O.lS 0.01 0.33 1.57 0.75 0.68 0.09 0.15 1.03 
D 2.25 l.S6 2.25 1.46 o.e5 O.lS 0.01 1.33 1.75 O.S5 1.00 1.22 0.25 1.46 
max 
StereograQh 10 
Printed on Eastman experimental variable contrast paper (Emulsion 47763A) 
13 seconds with collimated UV light. Print not glossed. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 1.76 1.5S 1.24 2.10 2.05 2.40 0.95 l.SO 2.40 0.57 2.20 
Dmin: 0.00 0.06 1.46 0.32 0.48 O.S9 0.13 0.26 1.00 0.03 0.40 
DS: 1.66 1.47 0.20 0.96 0.32 0.27 1.34 0.63 0.07 0.08 o.e6 
Dmax: 1.66 1.53 1.66 1.2S o.eo 1.16 1.47 o.e9 1.07 0.11 1.26 
• • 
Stereogra12h ll 
Printed on Eastman Aerographic Positive Film (Emulsion 716574-5-5) 310 seconds with collimated UV light. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 2.64 1.92 2.66 2.40 2.10 0.22 0.05 2.40 1.92 1.10 1.94 2.75 0.70 2.36 
D. . o.oo 0.15 1.75 0.46 0.58 o.oo o.oo 1.10 0.24 0.12 0.40 1.20 0.13 0.53 . ll!l.n 
DS: 2.25 1.71 0.50 1.01 0.34 0.25 0.01 0.28 1.51 0.72 0.67 0.09 0.19 0.95 
D 2.25 1.86 2.25 1.47 0.92 0.25 0.01 1.38 1.75 0.94 1.07 1.29 0.32 1.48 
max 
StereograQh 12 
Printed on DuPont Varigam R (Emulsion 3011-3124) 50 seconds with collimated UV light. Print not glossed. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 1.50 1.25 1.80 1.45 1.30 1.82 1.40 1.25 1.90 0.50 1.60 
D. : o.oo 0.05 1.15 0.26 0.38 0.65 0.10 0.21 0.73 0.03 0.32 
nu.n 
DS: 1.44 1.21 0.29 0.70 0.20 0.21 1.05 0.44 0.06 0.15 0.64 
I1nax: 1.44 1.26 1.44 0.96 0.58 0.86 1.15 0.65 0.79 0.18 0.96 
StereograEh 12 
Printed on Grant Air Map Special, Contact, DW, Contrast 2 (Emulsion 3C2HW-C265) 
15 seconds with collimated UV light. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K 1 M p R 
Gradient: 1.88 0.97 2.60 1.06 0.80 1.45 1.00 0.40 0.74 1.40 0.28 1.10 
Dmin: o.oo 0.04 0.83 0.15 0.20 0.39 0.08 0.01 0.13 0.45 0.03 0.18 
DS: 1.26 0.94 0.43 0.47 0.12 0.16 0.76 0.70 0.25 0.04 0.02 0.44 
Dmax: 1.26 0.98 1.26 0.62 0.32 0.55 0.84 0.71 0.38 0.49 0.05 0.62 
StereograJ2h 14 
Printed on Eastman Azo F-5 ( N0vember 1954) 5 seconds on '!YPe A-14 Printer. Print not glossed. 
Target: All A B c D E F H J K 1 M p R 
Gradient: 3.50 1.96 0.09 2.60 2.00 0.61 2.40 2.10 4.00 o.61 0.62 2.60 
Dmin: o.oo o.o2 1.81 0.70 1.40 1.72 0.07 o.oo 0.37 1.75 o.oo 0.80 
DS: 1.82 1.80 0.01 1.10 0.27 0.06 1.75 1.67 1.35 0.02 0.20 1.00 
D • 
max· 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.80 1.67 1.78 1.82 1.67 1.72 1.77 0.20 1.80 
StereograQh 12 
Printed on Eastman Azo F-0 (August 1954) 60 seconds with collimated UV light. Print not glossed. 
'Iarget: All A B c D E F H J K L M p R 
Gradient: 1.13 1.20 1.07 1.30 1.23 0.38 o.oo 1.51 1.23 0.92 1.14 1.44 0.80 1.36 
D. . o.oo 0.25 1.30 0.57 0.68 o.oo o.oo 0.92 0.38 0.12 0.52 0.98 0.22 0.61 mn . 
DS: 1.47 1.10 0.18 0.60 0.18 0.38 0.00 0.17 0.92 0.75 0.40 0.04 0.18 0.57 
0max= 1.47 1.35 1.48 1.17 0.86 0.38 o.oo 1.09 1.30 0.87 0.92 1.02 0.40 1.18 
StereograQh 16 
Identical to Stereograph 15 except for surface. The surface Stereograph 16 was glossed. 
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Figure 9a. Tone Reproduction Diagram of Stereographs 
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Figure 9b. Tone Reproduction Diagram of Stereographs 
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QUes tionnair e for F'rojec t 
PRINT QUALITY FOR AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
This study is t o dete rmine which of several photo printing methods can be usr:d most 
effectively by photo interpreters. Your opin ions here will help obtain the quality printing you 
desire. Therefore, in this study there are no "wrong" answers. 
You will be asked to choose between two photographs in a number of diff'c,cnt situatio1.,;, 
In a few cases you will als o be a s ked to record your lmpre~sion of the shade of gray you "re 
looking at. You will be working with stcreopairs of photog raphs called stereographs. 
Instructions: 
In the kit you will find : thi s questionnair e with return envelope, a Keystone Test Card, 
a target chart, 16 stereographs, a viewing table, and a pocket s tereoscope with attached light. 
Read the assembly ins tructions which are printed on the bottom of the viewing table. ·Assemble 
the stereocope and light. Plug in the ~tcreoscope to the viewer and the viewer to a source of 
115 volts AC power. Work while seated at your desk or o ther convenient location in a well-
lighted room as you would in your regular PI work. Orient all the stereographs so each iden.-
tiflcation number appears in the upper right-hand corner . 
Flare s tere o~raph 2 in fr ont of you and onkyou.r left. Now place s tereograph 5 in front 
of yo u and on your right. Compare their overall appearance . Without the stereoscope select 
the ste r eograph from which you feel the g_reate r amount of information can be obtained and 
which you prefer to work with. On page 2 of this questionnaire in the first line ,;2-5" and 
under " aU '' , write the identification number of the stereograph you have chosen. 
If you f eel that the rejected s tereograph is completely unusable , add a plus sign "+" 
after your se lected number. If you believ e both stereographs to b e neatly equal for your use 
then add a minus sign "-tt after ·the selected number. 
Study the target chart. On line " 2-5" notice a blank space under "B". L ook at the 
target chart for Target B. Now with the stereoscope (li ght on) examine only Target Bon 
stcreographs 2 and 5. Confine your attention strictly wit:hin the target enclosure . Decide 
which ste reograph is better for you to obta in knowledge about target B. Record this deci-
sio n in the space under "8". Line "2-5" is now compl ete. 
A s you continue on in sequence, occasionally you will encounter a circular blank 
space. When this happens, record the chosen s tereograph number in the upper half of the 
s pace . On the s ter eograph you have chosen Jlook again at the targe t and decide how dark 
this patch appears to .you. Select one of these five gray tones: 
Initials 
w 
LG 
G 
DG 
B 
Tone 
White 
Light Gray 
Gray 
Dark Gray 
Black 
Record the selected initials in the lower half of the circular space. 
Examine the transparencies over the lighted viewing table furnished and with the 
stereoscope light turn ed off. 
Work at your normal speed. Decide-- then record. Try not t o change your mind. 
Compare 
Le It Righ t All A 
Figure lla. Oues tionaire Used in Subjective Test 
Targets 
B c D E H K L M p R 
Co 111 par c Targe ts 
left Right All A B c 0 H K M 
Figure llb 
P R 
You have now com pleted the s ter eog raph comparisons . N ow l ank at th~ Keystone Te s t 
Card under the stereoscope. Read from th e top d ow n until you n o l onge r St' C s tereo . Select 
the last line in which you sti ll sec o t crt!O which i s line number __ O n thi s line the object 
which s tands out above the o thers is the ___ which is under letter --· 
Pe r son al Data: 
La s t Name, First 'Name, Middle Initia l. Rank,Branch of Service . Serial Number 
Home Ma il ing Address 
Office Address 
Mililary Occupa tiona l Number (s) Title of You r Present O fficial Position 
Graduate of which Intellig ence o r P I school? __________________ _ 
Du ring what years we r e you a full time photo interpreter o r PI instructor? 19_ -1 9_ 
What i s your speciall y within PI? ______________________ _ 
Es timated hou r s spent on this questionnaire?_ Did yo u volunte e r for this study? ___ _ 
Did you wear glasses while looking at the stereographs ? __ _ 
(At this poin t read th e "o pti onal" section which requests desi r ed -but no t required -inform -
ation.) 
Es timatt:d Visual Acu ity: 
Withou t glasses With glasses 
Left 20/ _ _ , R;ght 20/ __ Left 20/ __ , Righ t 2 0/ __ 
Mailing I nstructions: 
Thi s date of _________ , 1 have sent the complete kit to _ _,.- -,----
(name) 
--------,------,--------·who will be the n ext p h o t o interprete r to an -
(o ffi cc ) 
swe r the above questions. 
Mail this compl e ted qu es ti onnaire direct to C aptain Andrea. Repack the k it and send 
to the next PI as dir ec ted in th e tran s mittal let ter, nr to: Captain Ralph Andrea, Boston Uni-
ver s i ty, P hysical Research Lab. , 7 0 0 C o mm o nw ealt h Ave., Boston 15, Ma ss . This address 
w i ll be fo und on the rever se s ide o f th e addt· c~s ca rd on the ou tside o f the s hipping case . 
Thank you for making thi s r esearch po ss ible. 
Opt i ona l : 
1 . P lea se list any c o mm en ts o r ideas you have fo r impr oving pho to printing for your P I 
Z. What do you think the let te red targets in thi s study were? 
3. Looking back on you r deci s io n s . What cause d one stereog raph to appear better than th e 
other? Flcase list the c r i teria yo u used in judging the !lt creogr aphs. A s a n exampl e , 
you might have conside r ed tha t one ste r eograph was more "sha rp " tha n the o ther. 
Ouestionaire Used in Subjective Test 
Figure 12. Test Materials in Use by the Photo Interpreter 
CHAPTER IV 
DATA 
The data from the returned questionnaires were reduced to the 
results presented in Table . IX. Tn tne· tables II through VIII: 
l. The column headed 11all-over11 indicates the preference for the 
general appearance of the entire stereograph without using the stereo-
scope. 
2 . The number opposite a given stereograph comparison (such as 
11 9 - 5" in Table II) indicates the percent of the photo interpreters 
who preferred the stereograph listed on the . left (in Table II, the 
transparency). 
3. The number opposite 11equal 11 indicates the percent of the 
choices which were made with doubt in the subject's mind. 
4. The number opposite a given "Rej.- 11 indicates the percent of 
the choices which were made with clear decision that the rejected 
stereograph "ras completely unusable to the photo interpreter. 
5. The letter symbols used to conserve space in the tables indicate 
the range of densities for the particular target on both stereographs. 
The density values used for separating the lettered ranges are: B 1.55, 
DG 1.05, G 0.51, LG O.l'M1 • 
6. The percentage gradierft differences were calculated based upon 
the larger gradient. 
1 See Appendix A, Subjective _  9ray in Air Photography for a complete 
discussion of these values of gray. 
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TABLE II 
Percent Preference of Transparency over Print 
Gradients differ by 0%-9%. (Stereographs 11,9 over Stereographs 10,5) 35 Observations except *· 
Negative DS: 0.93 0.80 0.75 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.03 
Target: A K J c R L p B D H M 
Compare Mill Sguare Circle Rocks Jeeps Tents Coral Trees Field Benches Grass 
11-10 83 85 75 80 85 
Equal 40 38 39 36 41 
N-~ 36 36 36 36 36 
9-5 78 
Equal 33 
Gradients differ by 12%-18%. 
9-4 26 26 91 
Equal 34 29 29 
Rej. 4 6 0 0 
11-10 78 75 100 
Equal 28 28 34 
11-15 86 49 
Equal 34 32 
9-2 6 
Equal 17 
Rej. 9 6 
w 
.....! 
Percent Preference of Transparency over Print 
Gradients differ by 22%-40%. 35 Observations except *· 
Negative DS: 0.93 0.80 0.75 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.03 
Target: A K J c R L p B D H M 
Compare Mill Square Circle Rocks Jee:es Tents Coral T.rees Field Benches Grass 
9-5 69 86 83 86 
Equal 39 33 36 39 
N 36 36 36 36 
11-12 74 66 91 97 97 100 91 94 100 71 
Equal 34 37 40 34 29 23 40 34 34 32 
Rej. 12 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
9-4 31 46 26 49 23 66 29 9 
Equal 34 34 34 34 34 34 29 26 
Rej. 4 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 
Rej. 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
11-15 77 83 91 
Equal 29 34 37 
Percent Preference of Transparency over Print 
Gradients differ by 41%-lOO%. 35 Observations except *· 
Negative DS: 1.00 0.75 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.17 0.15 0.15 o.1o 0.03 
Target: E J c R L p F B D H M 
Compare Aircraft Circle Rocks JeeEs Tents Coral Engine Trees Field Benches Grass 
9-5 61 86 70 78 75 67 67 75 
Equal 44 36 30 33 42 36 33 39 
Rej. 5 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
N 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 
11-15 68 100 74 97 68 100 74 74 
Equal 40 29 40 40 34 34 37 32 
9-2 100 100 51 
Equal 9 9 14 
Rej. 2 17 26 3 
Rej. 9 0 0 6 
11-10 61 80 
Equal 39 36 
• ( 
Percent Preference of Film Transparency over 
Gammas differ by 57~65%. (Stereographs 9,11 over 
Negative DS: 2.00 
Target: All-
Compare over 
9-5 78 
Equal 61 
N 36 
11-15 89 
Equal 66 
N 35 
"Soft" Paper Reflection Print 
Stereographs 5,15) N Observations. Range BW. 
( 
....p. 
0 
Percent Preference of Film Transparency over 
Gammas differ by 32%-43%. (Stereographs 9,11 over 
Negative DS: 2.00 
'Iarget: 
Compare 
9-4 
Equal 
Rej. 4 
11-10 
Equal 
11-12 
Equal 
All-
over 
34 
71 
6 
86 
61 
94 
60 
Percent Preferences of Film Transparency over 
Gammas differ by 3%. (Stereograph 9 over 
9-2 100 
Equal 26 
Rej. 2 11 
"Normal" Paper Reflection Print 
Stereographs 4,10,12) 35 Observations. Range BW. 
''Hard" Paper Reflection Print 
Stereograph 2) 35 Observations. Range BW. 
TABLE III 
Percent Preference of Collimated Light Printing over Diffuse Light Printing 
Gradients differ by 0%-16%. (Stereographs 15,11 over Stereographs 5, 9) 35 Obs-ervations 
Negative DS: 2.00 1.00 0.93 0.80 0.75 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.03 
Target: All- E A K J c R L p F B D H M 
Compare over Aircraft Mill Square Circle Rocks Jeeps Tents Coral Engine Trees Field Benches Grass 
15-5 94 26 86 71 86 94 89 43 26 97 86 80 100 
Equal 51 26 32 37 32 37 37 26 32 23 32 29 23 
Rej. 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Range BW (1# BLG DGLG DGLG DGG DGG GLG w BDG DGG DG DG 
11-9 97 89 89 74 63 91 66 23 66 89 83 
Equal 60 23 29 29 23 32 29 23 26 23 29 
Rej. 9 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Rej. 11 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 
P.ange BW BW GW DGLG DGLG DGLG DGLG w G DG DG 
Gradients differ by 17%-27%. 
15-5 63 
Equal 32 
Range OOG 
11-9 23 26 91 
Equal 23 26 23 
Rej. 9 0 0 3 
Rej. 11 3 0 0 
Range LGW LGW B 
TABLE IV 
Percent Preference of HNormal" Print over 
Bar-Gammas differ by 31%-48%. (Stereographs 3,4 over 
Negative DS: 2.00 
Target: All-
Compare over 
3-5 94 
.·. Equal 49 
N 35 
4-5 94 
Equal 50 
N 36 
Percent Preference of 11Normal11 Print over 
Bar-Gammas differ by 34%-54%. (Stereographs 3,4 over 
3-6 83 
Equal 40 
4-6 94 
Equal 51 
4-2 100 
Equal 29 
"Soft" Print 
Stereograph 5) 
11Hard 11 Print 
N Observations. Range BW. 
Stereographs 6,2) 35 Observations. Range BW. 
Percent Preference of "Soft" Print over "Hard" Print 
Bar-Gammas differ by 65%-68%. (Stereograph 5 over Stereographs 2,6,14,8,?) N Observations. Range BW. 
Negative DS: 2.00 
'Iarget: All-
Compare over 
5-3 94 
Equal 39 
Rej. 2 6 
N 36 
5-6 57 
Equal 57 
N 35 
5-14 100 
Equal 37 
Rej. 14 3 
N 35 
5-8 100 
Rej. 8 66 
N 35 
5-7 100 
Rej. 7 69 
N 35 
Negative 
'I.arget: 
Compare 
15-16 
Equal 
Raj. 10 
Range 
10-12 
Equal 
Rej. 10 
Range 
TABLE V 
Percent Preference of Unferrotyped Glossy Surface over Ferrotyped Glossy Surface 
Gradients identical. (Stereograph 15 over Stereograph 16) 30 Observations. 
DS: 2.00 1.00 0.93 0.80 0.75 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.10 
All- E A K J C R L p F B D H 
0.03 
M 
over Aircraft Mill Square Circle Rocks Jeeps Tents Goral Engine Trees Field Benches Grass 
53 60 50 60 60 60 60 67 70 ' 60 47 63 55 60 
89 57 57 57 57 57 57 51 51 57 54 57 57 51 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
new ww DGW GLG DGLG DGG DGG G LG w DG G DG DG 
TABLE VI 
Percent Preference of Eastman Variable Contrast over DuPont Variable Contrast Paper 
Gradients differ by 12%-37%. (Stereograph 10 over Stereograph 12) 35 Observations. 
77 77 71 66 74 31 74 68 71 
69 40 34 34 34 34 40 49 43 
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
BW DGLG DGifl. GW LGW BOO GLG DGG DGG 
TABLE VII 
Percent Preference of Lighter Appearance over Darker Appearance of Print 
Gradients differ by O:fr-10%. 35 Observations except *. 
Negative DS: 2.00 1.00 0.93 
Target: All- E A 
Compare over Aircraft Mill 
4-3 
Equal 
Rej. 3 
3-5 
Equal 
4-5 
Equal 
N* 
6-14 
Equal 
Rej .14 
8-7 
Equal 
Rej. 7 
Rej. 8 
6-8 
Rej. 8 
89 
34 
11 
94 
26 
40 
3 
33 
100 
57 
97 
9 
11 
100 
11 
23 
0 
33 
0.75 0.45 0.40 
J c R 
Circle Rocks JeeEs 
86 89 
23 32 
0 0 
100 
14 
9 
0.35 0.30 0.15 0.10 0.03 
L p D H M 
Thnts Coral Field Benches Grass 
83 91 94 100 
29 14 23 11 
0 0 0 3 
63 94 
34 20 
100 100 
30 11.:-
36 36 
97 
9 
9 
Percent Preference of Lighter Appearance over Darker Appearance of Print 
Gradients differ by 11%-20%. (Stereographs 2,6 over Stereograph 5,3,4) 35 Observations except *· 
Negative DS: 0.35 0.15 0.03 
Target: L D M 
Compare Tents Field Q.r..M§. 
2-5 91 
Equal 14 
Rej. 5 6 
Rej. 2 3 
N* 36 
6-5 60 
Equal 29 
6-3 49 
Equal 14 
6-4 20 20 
Equal 29 23 
Percent Preference of Lighter Appearance over Darker Appearance of Print 
Gradients differ by 21%-40%. 35 Observations except *· 
Negative DS: 2.00 0.93 0.75 0.45 0.40 0.30 0.15 
Th.rget: All- A J c R p D 
Compare over Mill Circle Rocks Jeeps Coral Field 
4-3 94 
Equal 49 
3-5 94 
Equal 49 
4-5 100 
Equal 22 
N* 36 
6-5 54 57 
Equal 23 20 
6-14 100 100 
Equal 3 6 
Raj. 14 17 11 
6-4 49 
Equal 29 
5-14 100 100 
Equal 20 20 
Rej. 14 3 3 
Percent Preference of Lighter Appearance over Darker Appearance of Transparency 
Gradients differ by 0%-46%. (Stereograph 9 over Stereograph 1) 35 Observations. 
Negative DS: 2.00 0.93 0.75 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.03 
Th.rget: All- A J c R L B D H M 
~ompare over Mill Circle Rocks Jeeps Tents Trees Field Benches Grass 
9-1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Equal 26 11 3 9 6 9 0 3 6 3 
Rej. 1 11 17 26 20 29 20 40 17 34 17 
Gradients differ by 61%-81%. 
1.00 0.80 0.30 0.17 
E K p F 
Aircraft Square Coral Engine 
9-1 49 89 57 32 
Equal 26 3 14 26 
Rej. 1 3 26 6 3 
Negative DS: 
Target: 
Compare 
4-6 
Equal 
Rej. 6 
8-5 
Equal 
Rej. 8 
TABLE VIII 
Percent Preference of Higher Curve Gradient over Lower Curve Gradient 
In the Approximate 11Whitett Region of 0.1-0.0 Dr above Base. 35 Observations. 
1.00 
E 
Aircraft 
100 
3 
20 
0.17 
F 
Engine 
ll 
6 
29 
In the Approximate "Gray" Region of 0.9-0.4 Dr above Base. 35 Observations. 
0.10 0.03 
H M 
Benches Grass 
~ ~ 
Equal 17 
3-5 
Equal 
In the Approximate "Dark Gray 11 Region of 1. 5-0.9 Dr above Base. 35 Observations. 
91 
29 
89 
32 
Percent Preference of Higher Curve Gradient over Lower Curve Gradient 
In the Approximate "Gray and Dark Gray 11 Regions of 1.5-0.4 D:r above Base. 35 Observations except *. 
Negative DS: 
Target: 
Compare 
6-4 
Equal 
6-5 
Equal 
Rej. 5 
6-3 
Equal 
3-5 
Equal 
4-5 
Equal 
Rej. 5 
N 
6-14 
Equal 
Rej. 14 
7-8 
Equal 
Rej. 7 
0.40 
R 
Jeeps 
100 
23 
0.15 
B 
Trees 
In the Approximate "Black" Region of 21.0-1.5 Dr above Base. 
100 
3 
32 
0 
6 
17 
0.10 
H 
Benches 
91 . 
29 
100 
17 
6 
94 
23 
0.03 
M 
Grass 
89 
17 
0 
89 
23 
100 
22 
3 
36 
v-, 
-
Percent Preference of Higher Curve Gradient over Lower Curve Gradient 
In the Approximate "Light Gray and White 11 Region of 0.4-0.0 Dr above Base. 35 Cbservations. 
Negative DS: 
Th.rget: 
Compare 
4-2 
Rej. 2 
4-6 
Rej. 6 
3-4 
Equal 
3-6 
Equal 
Rej. 6 
14-6 
Equal 
Rej. 6 
4-2 
Equal 
0.30 
p 
Coral 
100 
11 
94 
11 
69 
26 
89 
3 
26 
83 
3 
20 
In the Approximate "Light Gray and Gray" Region of 0.9-0.1 Dr above Base. 
0.03 
M 
Grass 
77 
14 
Percent Preference of Higher Curve Gradient over Lower Curve Gradient 
In the Approximate 11Dark Gray and Black" Region of 2.0-0.9 Dr above Ba.se. 35 Observations except * · 
Negative 
Target: 
Compare 
5-14 
Rej. 14 
5-7 
Rej. 7 
5-8 
Rej. 8 
4-5 
Equal 
Rej. 5 
N-it-
4-3 
Equal 
Rej. 3 
DS: 0.15 
B 
Trees 
100 
25 
3 
36 
100 
14 
9 
0.03 
M 
Grass 
100 
26 
100 
43 
100 
37 
Percent Preference of Higher Curve Gradient over Lower Curve Gradient 
In the Approximate 11Gray, Light Gray, and 'vlfui te 11 Region of 0. 9-0.0 Dr above Base. 35 Observations Except *. 
Nega.ti ve DS: 0.30 0.17 0.15 
'J.arget: p F D 
Compare Coral Engine Field 
4-2 100 
Rej. 2 14 
5-14 100 
Equal 20 
Rej. 14 3 
5-6 91 
Equal 9 
Rej. 6 9 
5-2 100 
Equal 3 
Rej. 2 29 
7-8 94 
Equal 23 
Rej. 7 14 
N-X- 33 
7-5 17 
Equal 6 
Rej. 7 33 
5-4 67 
Equal 8 
N 36 
Percent Preference of Higher Curve Gradient over Lower Curve Gradient 
1i1 the Approximate "Black, Dark Gray, and Gray" Region of 2. 0-0.4 Dr above Base. 35 Observations except *. 
Negative DS: 
Target: 
Compare 
2-5 
Equal 
Rej. 5 
N 
2-4 
Equal 
Rej. 4 
6-14 
Rej. 14 
14-5 
Equal 
Rej. 14 
5-8 
Rej. 8 
6-8 
Rej. 8 
5-7 
Rej. 7 
0.40 0.35 0.30 
R L P 
Jeeps Tents Coral 
0 
11 
11 
0 
20 
3 
100 
26 
0.15 0.15 0.10 0.03 
B D H M 
Trees Field Benches Grass 
100 
11 
11 
36 
100 
17 
6 
100 
40 
100 
40 
100 
32 
100 
32 
100 
34 
Percent Preference of fligher Curve Gradient over Lower Curve Gradient 
In the Approximate "Dark Gray, Gray, Light Gray, and White" Region of 1.5-0.0 D above Base. 35 Observations 
r 
Negative DS: 
Target: 
Compare 
6-4 
Equal 
6-5 
Equal 
6-3 
Equal 
5-2 
Equal 
Rej. 2 
0.45 0.40 
C R 
Rocks Jeeps 
43 
29 
91 
23 
71 
34 
97 
23 
63 
29 
0.30 
p 
Coral 
0.15 
D 
Field 
100 
6 
17 
In the Approximate "Black, Dark Gray, and Light Gray" Region of 2.0-0.1 Dr above Base 
5-7 
Rej. 7 
100 
43 
Percent Preference of Higher Curve Gradient over Lower Curve Gradient 
In the Entire Black through jhite Range of Densities above Base. 35 Observations. 
Negative DS: 1.00 0.80 0.75 0.35 0.30 0.15 
Target: E K J L p D 
Compare Aircraft Sguare Circle Tents Coral Field 
6-8 100 100 100 
Equal 0 9 0 
Rej. 8 34 20 34 
14-6 100 100 
Equal 14 14 
Rej. 14 14 3 
7-5 0 
Rej. 7 40 
14-5 100 
Equal 23 
6-5 91 
Equal 23 
Rej. 5 6 
8-5 0 
Equal 3 
Rej. 8 32 
s-B 
e TABLE IX 
Summary of Results Showing Mean Percent Preference 
Percent (Averaged 
Comparison Preference From N Targets) N In Table 
Light Transparency 
vs. Light Transparency 100 9 VII 
Dark Transparency 
Light Print 
vs. · Light Print 93 14 VII 
Dark Print 
Transparency 
vs. Transparency 81 6 II 
Print 
Higher Gradient 
vs. Higher Gradient 80 14 VIII 
Lower Gradient 
(Within similar den-
e sity ranges) 
Collimated Light 
Printing 
vs. Collimated Light 74 22 III 
Diffuse Light 
Printing 
Eastman Variable 
Contrast Eastman Variable 66 8 VI 
vs. Contrast 
DuPont Varigam 
Unferrotyped 
Glossy Surface Unferrotyped Glossy 59 13 v 
vs. Surface 
Ferrotyped Glossy 
Surface 
e 
CHAP'illR V 
ANALYSIS 
Analysis of Objective Test Procedure: 
In the photographic printing process, a number of factors contribute 
to error. A major factor is that maximum resolution in the positive is 
found only in the region of correct exposure. Both regions of under and 
over exposure have lowered print resolution regardless of the resolution in 
the negative. This problem has been investigated at length (Refs. 7,16,18, 
20,21,24,35,61,71,72,73, and 75). Another factor is the control of contrast.1 
The combination of these two factors2 into the contrast-rendition or modu-
lation function is receiving considerable attention. 3 In this experiment, 
contrast rendition was not measured. Instead, every effort was made to re-
duce the number of variables present. For example, the collimated light 
printing was done with essentially the same spectral quality radiation4 and 
the same printing time as the diffuse light printing. 
1 Used here in general terms. 
2 By plotting "R - B • Contrast = JmaX ffiln vs. 
Bmax + Bmin 
Spatial Frequency. ~ ..• -
This is also known as micro contrast rendition. 
3 See Reference 20 and Selwyn and Tearle, The Performance of Aircraft Cam-
era Lenses, Proc. Phy. Soc. 58: 493, 1946. 
4 By using a GE ~e BH-4 mercury vapor lamp, 187 inches away from the 
platen of a Type A-14A printer. 
Aoa1ysis of Subject Test Procedure: 
The method of paired comparisons was used in this experiment because 
it is a powerful statistical tool and because the percentage answers are 
easy to understand. As before, every effort was made to standardize. '!he 
portable viewing table was included to insure that each interpreter received 
similar brightness sensations. However, this table was damaged in shipment, 
and most of .the viewing was done on standard USAF viewing tables. Because 
all of these viewing tables have similar brightnesses, the data are still 
valid. 
Analysis of Results: 
The results shown in Tables I through VIII and Figures 13 and 14 show 
that photo interpreters definitely prefer: transparencies, light appear-
ance, and collimated light printing for a variety of targets. The overall 
appearance of a stereograph seems to influence the preference shown for in-
dividual targets. This is especially true for the unusually appearing 
Stereographs 2, 7, and 8. For example, Stereograph 7 was printed with a 
steep gradient to show 'Th.rget F to the best advantage. Stereograph 5 was 
printed with a shallow gradient for this target. Yet only 17% of the in-
terpreters preferred the "objectively correct 11 dark Stereograph 7 over the 
soft, gray appearing Stereograph 5. In fact, 33% of the interpreters com-
pletely rejected the dark Stereograph 7. In the comparison of Stereographs 
6 and 8 for Target P, the choice is between a "washed out highlight 11 (Ster-
eograph 6) and a ''blocked up shadow. 11 The interpreters showed 100% prefer-
ence for the "washed out highlight" and further, 20% of the interpreters 
rejected the 11blocked up shadow." This result supports the findings of 
Jones and Nelson (Ref. 32). 
Analysis of Stereopsis: 
The Keystone test card was included as a test for population homo-
geniety. All of the photo interpreters who examined the stereographs had 
good ability to see stereo. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is concluded that for gaining information under the conditions of 
this study :.sutiject photo interpreters show a : high · preference for: 
l. Positive transparencies instead of positive paper prints. 
2. Positives which were printed from collimated light instead of pos-
itives printed from diffuse light. 
3. Lighter appearing instead of darker appearing positives; providing 
the details are. neither "washed out" nor "blocked up. 11 There is a tendency 
for very light "washed out highlights" to be accepted while "blocked up 
shadows" are rejected.l 
4. Positive material D-Log E Curve gradients which are higher instead 
of lower for the same general range of densities in the positive. 
It is further concluded that under the conditions of this study subject 
tary photointerpreters show: 
l. A moderate preference for prints made on Eastman Variable Contrast 
Paper (Experimental Emulsion 47763A) instead of prints made on DuPont Vari-
gam2 when both are printed with ultraviolet light for use in the toe region 
of their respective D-Log E curves. The Eastman paper has the advantages 
of reaching the same Dmax for all contrasts, and of having the same dir-
ectional color response as Varigam. 
2. Only a slight preference for unglossed surface prints instead of 
· glossy surface prints. 
l This agrees with previous findings for ground pictorial photography. 
See Reference 32. 
2 This conclusion does not mean that DuPont Varigam paper is unacceptable. 
G4 
The conclusions would seem to warrant expenditure of time and effort 
toward: 
1. Development of suitable equipment for viewing positive transpar-
encies in stereo without cutting individual frames from the roll. 
2. Study the feasibility of using: 
a. Variable contrast positive transparency in roll form. 
b. · Only variable contrast paper for continuous tone printing 
(instead of papers of separate contrasts). 
3. Supplying a summary of the information in this report regarding 
the photo interpreter's preferences in ~chnical Order form to appropriate 
photofinishing agencies. 
APPENDIX A 
SUBJECTIVE GRAY IN AIR PHOTCGRAPHY 
Summary: A vertical aerial stereo scene of scale 1:8,400 was shown 
to 18 photo interpreters and 100 other adults of varied occupations. 
Three relatively homogeneous areas of low density differences on each of 
7 prints were viewed. Each patch was described by the subject as ''black," 
"dark gray, 11 "gray, n "light gray," or "white" without reference to a 
standard. In addition, the 18 photo interpreters described the same areas 
in 2 positive transparencies. A USAF light table was used to illuminate 
the transparencies. For the 100 observers, the frequency distribution of 
densities in reflectance was plotted for each of the 5 responses. 
The report concludes that for the conditions of the experiment: 
1. Photo interpreters tend to respond the same as persons in other 
occupations to subjective gray. 
2. Densities in transmittance from positive transparencies viewed 
over a USAF light table tend to evoke the same subjective gray 
responses as densities in reflectance. 
,, 
-- 3. The following are the most probable values which correspond to the 5 subjective gray responses and the 4 intermediate (50-50 
chance) descriptions: 
Density Munsell 
(including base ) Reflectance Card Description 
1.90 0.01 Nl.O "Black11 
1.55 0.03 Nl.5 (Black-Dark Gray) 
1.40 0.04 N2.0 "Dark Gray" 
1.05 0.09 N3.5 (Dark Gray-GTay) 
0.70 0.20 N5.0 "Gray'' 
0.51 0.31 N6.o (Gray-Light Gray) 
0.30 0.50 N7.5 "Light Gray'' 
0.17 0.68 N8.5 (Light Gray-\lfuite) 
0.10 0.80 N9.0 11VIJhi te 11 
INTRDDUC TION 
Boston University researchers have for several years been studying 
the variables which influence the detection, recognition, and description 
of objects in aerial photographs. This present study1 is concerned with 
the description of gray in aerial photographs. 
The description of subjective gray in aerial photography is in con-
stant use in photo interpretation. .Generally, the interpreter makes a men-
tal description to himself as he evaluates various targets. vYhen communi-
eating his ideas, he uses the terms: 11 shadow, n Umiddle-tone, 11 or 11highlight. 11 
'What is a middle-tone to him may-or may not--be a middle-tone to his reader. 
The literature on the subject is negligible. Between 1920 and 1933, 
several psychologists (Refs. 10, 11, 12, 60) were concerned whether gray 
was a unique color on a mixture of black and white. Their work consisted of 
subjective observations of a whirling disc color mixer. The application to 
photography is remote. For photography and textile applications, the degree 
of "whiteness 11 has been studied in detail (Refs. 22, 40). These works did 
not include the darker grays and black. 
Archer and Rhodes (Ref. 4) determined a method recently for measuring 
the percent area covered on a photograph for a density in reflectance in-
crement of about 0.24. Their work was purely objective. 
1 Began with discussions with Boston University Professor Franklin C. 
Erickson. Dr. Erickson's problem concerned the selection of black and 
white geometrical patterns or textures on statistical maps which would 
appear equally spaced between light and dark. 
The Munsell color cards (Ref. 51) have been used for years for 
visual matching. The neutral cards are not described in terms of gray but 
by identification code. In 1943, Kelly, Gibson, and Nickerson (Ref. 38) 
measured and reported the trichromatic values of these cards. 
PROBLEM 
This exploratory1 study was concerned with the problem of the rela-
tionship of subjective judgments of gray to objective measures of gray. 
PROCEDURE FOR THE 100 OBSERVERS EXPERIMENT 
The procedure consisted of obtaining a word description for each of 
several patches of gray in a photograph. 
Seven reflection print vertical stereographs of the same 1:8,400 scene 
were chosen for the experiment. The prints were made with different expo-
sure times, on various SW glossy grades of paper, and were dried unglossed. 
Among other objects in the scene were three targets each of relatively large 
area and low density difference in the negative. Thus, 21 "patches of gray" 
were available for study. 'Ihe positions of these "patches" are shown as 
vertical lines on the reflectance scale of Figure 17. 
From the beginning, it was clear that this experiment would result 
only in gross answers. The problems of population homogeneity, constant 
patch density, surround, and illumination were recognized but not solved. 
Constant patch density--such as would be found on a gray (step 
wedge) scale--could not be achieved. Neither was constant patch area 
achieved. Figure 15 shows the three target areas. In the upper half of 
the stereograph, a relatively large hill is observed. The grassy, right 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 A more precise determination of the psychophysical relationship between 
judgments and measures of gray could be determined by using homogeneous 
patches such as the Munsell cards. Stereograph gray object stimulii 
were used in this study to simulate the photo interpretation task. 
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Figure 15. Stereograph of Targets 0. M. & P Used in 'Gray' Study 
slope of the hill is Target M. .The density difference in the negative 
measured 0.03 units. Target D is the infield of the sandlot ball park 
which appears in the lower right quadrant formed by the road intersection 
in the lower half of Figure 15. Target P is below and slightly to the 
right of Target D. On the third hardstand down from the road intersec-
tion are two aircraft which are parked perpendicular to each other. 
Target P is the coral hardstand and taxiway in front of these two aircraft. 
Densities in this study were measured as follows: 
The negatives were scanned by a 0.0004 inch diameter aperture of 
the Zeiss Microdensitometer (Schnell Photometer Number 99814) which 
gave maximum, minimum, and mean densities. Each target in the two 
negatives was then measured on the Photovolt :Model 520 densitometer 
which uses a o.o62 inch diameter aperture. Several readings were 
taken within the area of any one target. All the Photovolt readings 
for a given target were averaged and this single value of mean 
density for each of the three targets was recorded. The mean value 
of the microdensitometer trace was then positioned on the assigned 
mean density as a reference level. Maximum and minimum densities 
v1ere then read from the microdensi tometer trace. 
For the prints the procedure was similar: From a step wedge 
printed simultaneously with the negatives, a D-Log E curve was 
drawn for each stereograph. The mean density in reflectance for 
each patch was measured with the Photovolt Model 520 Densitometer 
whi ch used a 0.188 inch diameter aperture. The maximum and minimum 
density values about this mean were read from the D-Log E curve. 
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PROCEDURE FOR THE 18 PHOTO H ITERPRETERS E."TI'ERH1ENT 
The procedure for the 18 photo i nterpreters to view the prints was 
essentially the same as for the 100 other observers. The differences 
were that the interpreters received written instructions, and some of 
them vie1.ved the prints under a flexible arm desk type of fluorescent 
light. 
In addition to the prints, the interpreters viewed two positive 
transparencies of ·U1e same scene. 
ANALYSIS: 
It is well knm-m that the surround (background) influence the 
appearance of a central patch. This effect is minimized in the Pfunsell 
color comparisons by masking equal areas of the knovlrl and the unknown 
samples. As this study is to deter.mll1e the subjective impression of 
photographs, the patch under consideration must be kept within the 
context of the photograph. Thus, an average value of surround is chosen 
which is the photofinisher 1 s estimate of how dark his print should be. 
Archer and Rhodes (Ref. 4) have measured this estimate for 12 ground 
photographs and have concluded that in general no density occurs in 
greater area than any other density. This conclusion seems logical for 
a density (including base) range of about 0.15 through about 1.7 and 
when considering a large number of prints. The commercial photofinisher 
could not sell prints that were consistently too light or too dark. 
Certainly, specific groupings, such as snow scenes, would have their 
own distribution of densities. In this experiment, the author classifies 
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.Stereograph 2 as "light", Stereographs 1 and 8 as "dark", and the 
remaining stereographs as average in appearance. Thus for this study, 
the author assumes an "average" photographic surround. 
Under ordinary levels of illuminance, a patch will appear to have 
uniform reflectance provided the variation across the patch does not 
exceed about 0.02 density units. 2 Table II shows that patches in this 
study varied as much as 0.60 density units or 4:1 arithmetic ratio. 
This maximum spread was obtained by printing the target on the high 
gradient portion of the D-Log E curve for the paper used. This particular 
print was i ncluded for comparison with the transparencies. Some of the 
subjects reported they saw variations of gray across this spread of 0.60 
units. The subjects were instructed to "average out 11 these variations 
in their response. Other patches in this study varied only as much as 
1.9:1 in their ratio of reflectances or a difference of 0.28 density 
units. As these variations are found in typical aerial photographs, the 
author concludes that their presence in this stuqy are not objectionable. 
The error introduced by using the Zeiss microdensitometer has been 
minimized by using the Photovolt diffuse density readings as a reference. 
The Zeiss instrument measures a combination of specular and diffuse 
density, and has a "Q" coef ficient of slightly more than 1. As the 
differences in density are relatively small, the variation in "Q" results 
in negligible error. 
2 A complete description of the contrast thresholds of the human eye 
is given in Ref. 5. 
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TABLE I 
Mean# Densities of Targets 
:t-1 D p 
Target: Grass Field Coral 
Negative: -ll- o.ss 1.07 1.50 
Stereograph 2 0.25 0.13 0.11 
II 3 1.30 0.90 0.32 
II 4 1.05 0.65 0.17 
II 5 1.30 1.05 0.50 
II s 1.97 1.90 l.S6 
II 14 1.82 1.55 0.15 
II 1-ll- 2.73 2.12 o.S5 
II 9-:<- 1.20 0.70 0.20 
#including base density 
TABLE II 
Density Ranges of Targets 
M D p 
Target: Grass Field Coral 
Negative: * 0.03 0.15 0.30 
Stereograph 2 0.03 0.05 o.oo 
II 3 o.os 0.27 0.2S 
II 4 o.os 0.26 0.13 
II 5 0.04 0.21 0.2S 
II s o.oo o.o1 0.05 
II 14 0.03 0.60 0.12 
II l* o.os 0.51 0.63 
II 9* 0.09 0.37 0.15 
7rin transmittance 
For observing the stereographs, each subject used an Abrams Model 
CF-S pocket folding stereoscope to which had been added a household 7~ 
watt 11night-light" which illuminated the stereograph. This light was 
added to provide a reasonable minlinum level of illuminance. All 2,100 
observations were made under surround illrunination ranging from a well-
lighted room to outdoor open shade-. A fev1 of the conditions were 
measured with a lieston Model 614 Light Meter, and the author estimates 
that the observations were made in the range of 30 through 200 foot-
candelas. 
Seventy male and 30 female adult volunteer subjects of varied 
occupations and ages viewed the stereo scene. For each target patch, 
the subject 1vas asked to state whether he thought the patch was "Black", 
"Dark Gray", "Gray", "Light Gray", or 1'\.fuite". No standards were 
available to the subject for refereuce. Some subjects did make relative 
comparisons between patches before responding. The author was careful 
to rearrange the sequence of possible responses while instructing the 
subject. Disturbing external influences v1ere held to a minimwn during 
the testing period. 
The 2,100 responses were then plotted as the data presented in 
Figures 16 and 17. 
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Figure 16. Results of 'Gray' Study Shown on Logarithmic Scale 
Reaponaea From 100 Adult Subject. 
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Figure 17. Results of 'Gray' Study Shown on Arithmetic Scale 
RESULTS 
The data from the 100 observers have been plotted in Figure 16 as a 
frequency distribution of densities for each of the 5 possible responses. 
The densities shown on Figures 16 and 17 are the actual densities and 
should not be confused with densities above base which are often plotted. 
From experience, reflectances above about 0.80 are expected to be white 
and reflectances below about 0.04 should be black. With the large 
population and the fact that this is a gross stuqy, the author feels 
justified in assuming a normal distribution for the 11Dark Grayn, nGrayu, 
and 11L:i.ght Gray 11 curves. The values of 1 o- and 2 cr have been indicated 
on each of the three normal curves. However for this study, the value of 
0.675 cr- is important. Between the points of ± 0.675 o- is the portion 
under the curve which represents half of the population studied. In 
this stuqy, these points approach the intersection of adjacent curves. 
Large dots have been placed on Figures 16 and 17 to indicate these points 
of 50-50 chance. The indefinite boundaries are the result of using but 
5 responses and human uncertainty. 
Figure 17 has been included to show the regions of grays on an 
arithmetric scale. The subjective percentage vote is shown in tabular 
fonn approximately above their objective positions on the scale. The 
positions of the Munsell neutral gray cards are shown for comparison. 
These positions were deterrnined by measuring the cards on the Photovolt 
densitometer. 
Table III shows that the photo interpreters responded about the s~ne 
as the 100 observers whose data are sho1rm in Figure 17. 
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TABLE III 
Percent Responses to Reflection Prints from 18 Photo Interpreters 
Observations: 30 58 51 126 80 8 76 
vmite 2 100 88 
Light Gray 5 2 46 ll 
Gray 54 35 67 4l l 
Dark Gray 33 41 65 31 ll 
Black 67 
Dr: 1.36 1.05 0 . 90 0 . 65 0 . 50 0 . 25 0.17 
Table IV shows the values of gray assigned to 4 patches on the 
transparenci es . The 0 . 20, 0.85 and 1 . 20 Dt density patch correlate 
quite well with similar values i n reflectance . This appears to be 
reasonable for the illuminance level in the light table used. 
TABLE IV 
Percent Response to Transparencies by 18 Photo Interpreters 
Observations: 
White 
Lig.~t Gray 
Gray 
Dar k Gray 
Black 
Dt (above base) 
36 
3 
6 
91 
1.20 
ll 
91 
9 
0 . 85 
35 
6 
26 
68 
0. 70 
23 
74 
26 
0 .20 
.... 
CONCIDSIONS 
For the conditions under which this experiment was conducted, it is 
concluded that: 
1. Photo interpreters tend to respond the same as persons in other 
occupations to subjective grqy. 
2. Densities in transmittance from positive transparencies viewed 
over a USAF light table tend to evoke the same subjective gray 
responses as densities in reflectance. 
3. The following are the most probable values which correspond to 
the 5 subjective gray responses and the 4 intermediate (50-50 
chance) descriptions: 
Density Munsell 
(including base) Reflectance Card Description 
1.90 0.01 Nl.O ''Black11 
1.55 0.03 Nl.5 (Black-Dark Gray) 
1.40 0.04 N2.0 "Dark Gray" 
1.05 0.09 N3.5 (Dark Gray-Gray) 
0.70 0.20 N5.0 "Gray" 
0.51 0.31 N6.0 (Gray-Light Gray) 
0.30 0.50 N7 .5 "Light Gray 11 
0.17 0.68 N8.5 (Light Gray-White) 
0.10 0.80 N9.0 "White 11 
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APPENDIX B 
THE EFFECT OF ARGON LIGHT TIIJ PHOTCGRAPHIC PRINTING 
Summary: One hundred and two photographic positive emulsions were ~ 
exposed to both 2854°K (white) light and argon glow (blue) light and given 
conventional processing. The percent change of argon determined values 
from ASA PH 2.2-1953 values for sensitometric constants ASA Scale Index, 
Bar-Gamma, and Psychophysical Contrast are shown. The conclusions are that 
95% of the time: 
1. Argon light printing caused changes ranging from -35 % through 
+13 % in ASA Scale Index from the value obtained with white light 
printing. 
2. Argon light printing caused changes ranging from -51% through 
+21% in Bar-Gamma from the value obtained with white light printing. 
3. Argon light printing caused changes ranging from -28% through 
t64% in Psychophysical Contrast from the value obtained with white 
light printing. 
It is recommended that manufacturers' instruction sheets and photo-
graphic handbooks include more information regarding the effect of argon 
printing light. 
INTRODUCTION 
-The present American Standard (Ref. 3) requires that photographic 
papers be tested to white light of approximately 2854°K. Presumably, 
the information on papers which appears in handbooks (Refs. 13, 39) 
and trade literature originated from this standard. Not all users, 
however, employ white light as a printing source. Since the early 
1940s, tbe argon glow lamp has been increasing in popularity as a 
contact printing source. The radiation from this lai1lp is rich in 
ultra-violet and deficient in red and green when compared to an 
incadescent source of equal wattage. A change in performance may be 
expected to occur when photographic papers are exposed to blue argon 
glow light instead of to standard white light. This is because a color 
blind emulsion has its maximum sensitivity in the near ultra-violet 
region. 
The literature contains little on the problem. Mees (Ref. 46), 
James and Higgins (Ref. 23) have detailed information on the spect·ral 
sensitivity of color blind emulsions. Eastman Kodak Company (Ref. 13) 
claims that bluish or violet light-such as produced by the argon source--
tends to low-er print contrast.l 
A statistical analysis of the change in response of a photographic 
paper when exposed to argon instead of incadescent radiation was chosen 
as a practical approach to the solution of the problem. 
- -- -- ----- ----- ----- --
1 Psychophysical contrast is defined as the product of the rate of 
change of density with respect to log exposure times the extent of 
density. See Ref. 46, Chap. 22, Ref. 13 Professional Printing 1st 
Ed., and Ref. 13 Kodak Papers 5th Ed. 
PROCEDURE 
Throughout the experiments three samples of a photographic paper were ex-
posed to white light, 1 and three additional samples of the same paper were 
d . t• 2 exposed to argon ra la lon. Processing was in accordance with ASA PH 2.2-
1953. (Ref. 3). The results were plotted both as Density-Log Exposure and 
Density-Gradient curves. One hundred and two positive materials were studied. 
The constants3 ASA Scale Index, Bar-Gamma, and ContrastM were then 
measured and recorded. ContrastM is the symbol used to denote the area under 
the Density-Gradient curve between the ASA PH 2.2-1953 endpoints. As most 
users are interested in the total contrast capability of a paper, only the 
maximum psychophysical contrast was recorded. 
The constants: OontrastU' ContrastAF' SpeedASA' and SpeedAF were 
measured and recorded but not used for this particular problem. ContrastU 
refers to Urbach's value of contrast (Ref. 76): 
where: DS = Density Scale G = Gradient 
ES = Exposure Scale between 
points of 0.2 gradient. 
ContrastAF is a measure of contrast which is used by the USAF wright Air 
Development Center: 
C tra t Dmax- (0. 40 + Dfog + Lbase) where: on s AF = _ 
Eo.2 D below Dmax - Eo.2 D above Dfog 
1 Of 2854°K in an Eastman ~pe IIb Sensitometer. 
D = Density 
E : Exposure 
in MCS. 
2 In a locally manufactured sensitometer which used an E.K. Co. #5 Step 
wedge and G.E. 1Ype AR-34 Argon lamps. The collimination approximated 
that of the TYPe IIb Sensitometer. The step wedge was essentially neu-
tral from 3400 ~ through 7000~. 
3 The word "constant 11 here refers to a given measure of the D-Log E Curve 
under a given set of conditions for one particular emulsion. 
SpeedASA has been a standard4 measure of photographic paper speed and is 
well known. It is included here for comparison of data with previously 
published speed values: 
ld+ 
SpeedASA = E wmre: E is the exposure in mcs at the point of 1 G in 
the shoulder. For this experiment, the point of 
tangency of the straight line from the intersec-
tion of the curve and the line of 0.1 density was 
used as a good approximation. 
SpeedAF is the measure of photographic paper speed used by the US Air 
Force (Ref. 48): 
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SpeedAF = E where: E is the exposure in mcs which corresponds to the 
middle density between fog t base and maximum den-
sities. 
In the experimental work, the following corrections were applied to 
reduce the total error. The errors are listed in the estimated order of 
their probable contribution: 
Sour·c~· · Qf. Error 
2. Conditioning of paper 
samples. 
3. Density mea:surement. 
4. :'p~ot"ting '- of. graphs. 
Methodr: fl_o_:r: ._Mif1i.J1rl_zing Error 
A plastic fixture which held 16 strips 
1
'back-to-back" was used in tray develop-
ment. The tray rocking was timed by 
hand. 
"Room" conditions were used. 
The Photovalt Model 520 Densitometer used 
was calibrated frequently. For a given 
step on the wedge the density value selected 
was the most representative of the 3 (or 2) 
strips. In a few cases it was necessary to 
to discard one of three strips. 
Careful plotting was made at a scale of 
1 Log Unit = 2! inches. Gradients were 
measured with the E.K. Co. Gradient Meter 
at 0.1 density increments. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
4 The method of determining speed was dropped when American Standard 
Z 38.2.3-1947 was revised into PH 2.2-1953. 
5. Age of emulsion Both "fresh" and "slightly outdated" 
emulsions were used. The slight fog in-
crease in the outdated emulsions would 
cause a decrease from the expected ASA 
Scale Index. Of the emulsions used, there 
were: 
65% (66 emulsions) in period January 
1953 through December 1955. 
35% (36 emulsions) in period Au§Qst 
1951 through December 1952. 
The characteristics of the positive materials studied are shown in 
Figures 18 through 69. 
For each of the three constants under study of each emulsion, the 
amount of change from the ASA PH 2. 2-1953 value was computed as a percent-
age . The distributions of these chru1ges are shown in Figure 70. 
ANALYSIS 
Analysis of Experimental Results : 
In t his experiment, the argon sensitometer was not calibrated in 
an absolute value of illuminance. In plotting the D-Log E curves, the 
assumption was made that equal energy from the two sources would produce 
equal density at the shoulder point. The curves resulting from argon 
radiation are therefore plotted in log exposure values which are 
11 equivalent 11 to the standard 2854°K radiation. Parsell (Ref. 56) 
attempted to assign intensity values to similar argon glow lamps. His 
experimental method is not well explained and therefore his data was 
not used to calibrate t he argon sensitometer in this experiment. 
Parsell did show that the argon radiation was sensitive to applied 
voltage. 
An analysis of the results in Figure 70 shows that argon light tends 
to: 
1. Decrease Bar-Gamma 
2 . Decrease ASA Scale Index 
3. Increase ps.ychophysical contrast 
Figure 70 indicates the wide range of changes that resulted. 
Importance of Glass ~JPe for Argon Printers: 
In practice, photographic papers are usually exposed tr~ough plate 
glass and a photo graphic negative. It is interesting to compare the 
filter effects of argon radiation through two types of plate glass. 
Figure 71 shmvs the loss of energy in the ultra-violet region when 
ordina~J plate glass is used. In practical printing this loss of energy 
is compensated for by additional exposure time. Figure 72 shows the 
radiation actually used by the photographic paper. It is evident from 
this figure that white light printing requires more energy input than 
for argon light printing. This indicates that maximum efficiency is 
obtained by exposing with argon radiation through plate glass which 
passes considerable ultra-violet radiation. An example of this type of 
glass is the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company's product 11Crystalex". 
Similar glasses are produced by other manufacturers. 
~ CONCLUSIONS 
,For the conditions of this study, it is concluded that 95% of 
the time: 
1. Argpn light printing caused changes ranging from 
-35% through f l 3% in ASA Scale Index from the value 
obtained with white light printing. 
2. Argon light printing caused changes ranging from 
-51% through +21% in Bar-Gamma from the value 
obtained with white light printing. 
3. Argon light printing caused changes ranging from 
-28% through t64% in Psychophysical Contr ast 
from the value obtained v-Iith white light 
printing . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that manufacturers' instruction sheets and 
photographic ~~dbooks include more information regarding the effect 
of argon printing light. 
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Figure 27. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (285t K) 
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Figure 32. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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Figure 33. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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Figure 34. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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Figure 35. Radiation from Argon lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854°K) 
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figure 36. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (285t K) 
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Figure 37. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (285f K) 
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Figure 38. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Prmtmg Lamp (2854° K) 
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Figure 39. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Punting Lamp (2854• K) 
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figure 40. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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Figure 41. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854.K) 
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figure 42. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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Figure 43 . Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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figure 44. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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figure 46. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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Figure 47. Radiation from Argon lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing lamp (2854°K) 
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figure 48. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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fig1r1 49. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (285t K) 
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Figure 50. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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Figure 51. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing Lamp (2854° K) 
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Fiaure 52. Radiation from Argon Lamp Compared Against ASA Standar~ Printina Lamp (285t K) 
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Figure 53. Radiation from Argon lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing lamp (2854° K) 
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Figure 54. Radiation from Argon lamp Compared Against ASA Standard Printing lamp (2854° K) 
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APPENDIX C 
MISCELLANEOUS SENSI'IDMETRIC INFORMATION ON PHOTOORAPHIC PAPERS 
Summary: Miscellaneous sensitometric information on the following 
items regarding photographic papers is presented: 
1. Grant Rapid Processing Paper. 
2. Azo Paper in Boston University Monobath 212. 
3. Comparison of Dektol and PH 2.2-1953 Developers. 
4. Comparison of Glossed and Unglossed surfaces. 
5. Comparison of Eastman and DuPont variable contrast papers. 
6. Sensitometric information on various other papers. 
Some of the possible uses for the techniques presented are discussed. 
No conclusions or recommendations are made • 
. e 
INTRODUCTION 
In a search for optimum photo printing conditions for photo inter-
pretation, many printing techniques were studied. Some of these techniques 
were chosen to be studied subjectively and are reported elsewhere. 1 The 
remaining techniques were studied objectively and are as follows: 
l. Grant Rapid Processing. 
2. Azo Paper in Boston University Monobath 212. 
3. Comparison of Dektol and PH 2.2-1953 Developers. 
4. Comparison of Glossed and Unglossed surfaces. 
5. Comparison of Eastman and DuPont variable contrast papers. 
6. Sensitometric information on various other papers. 
1 In Print QBality for Air Photo Interpretation. 
/4-t 
DISCUSSION 
Grant Rapid Processing Paper: 
In military intelligence, speed of photo processing is essential. 
One method of decreasing the processing time is by stabilizing the photo-
graphic image instead of removing the unexposed silver halides from the 
emulsion. The stabilizing solution merely renders the silver halides in-
sensitive to light. The prints are generally rinsed rather than washed. 
The U.S. Army Signal Corps uses stabilization in their field processing. 1 
A major manufacturer of the stabilization method materials is the 
Grant Photo Products Company. The U.S. Navy studied the Grant Rapid Proc-
2 
ess and reported that although good quality prints could be made, the 
toxicity and pungent odor of the chemicals were serious limitations. A 
continuous (rapid) processing machine was also evaluated3 by the U.S. Navy 
and rejected for naval use. 
Sensitometric information on the Grant Rapid Process is shown on 
Figures 68, 69, 73, 74, and 75. Figure 75 shows that the Grant chemicals 
gave best results with the Grant paper. This indicates a balance between 
emulsion and processing solutions for any one manufacturer. The DuPont 
Varigam (3011-3124) Paper was stained by the chemicals. Both the DuPont and 
Eastman papers darkened upon exposure to light which indicated poor stability. 
l See Department of the Arrey 'fuchnical Bulletin SIG246 Stabilization 
Processing (Photographic), 7 May 1953. 
2 In U.S. Naval Memorandum Report TED NPC PH 540, 20 April 1953. 
3 In U.S. Naval Memorandum Report TED NPC PH 544, 20 October 1952. 
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Azo Paper in Boston University MOnobath 212: 
Another method of decreasing processing time is by using a mono-
bath of combined developer and fixer. Monobaths offer advantages of 
short processing time, low bulk and weight, and reasonably independent of 
temperature and total processing time. The disadvantages are higher cost, 
dependence upon emulsion formulation, and loss of emulsion sensitivity. 
Recent wor~ at Boston University indicates that monobaths may be form-
ulated which will retain the present rated emulsion speed. Figures 77 
and 78 show the results of previous Boston University work. This in-
formation is compared with the manufacturer's published data of Figure 76. 
Comparison of Dektol and PH 2.2-1953 Developers: 
The Eastman Kodak Company proprietary developer 11Dektol" is in 
widespread use. As the Dektol formula is not published, a photographic 
comparison has been made with the ASA (Ref. 3) developer which is used 
in sensitometric tests. Curve 1 of Figure 81 and Curve 4 of Figure 82 
show very little difference in Bar-Gamma or Dmax• The results appear to 
be equal for practical purposes. The manufacturer claims a good keeping 
property for the Dektol. 
Comparison of Glossed and Unglossed Surfaces: 
One method to achieve a high pyschophysical contrast is to increase 
the Dmax of photographic papers. Eastman Kodak Company claims (Ref. 13) 
that a glossy paper has more contrast than a matte paper of similar grade 
number. This is because of the greater Dmax of the glossy paper. 
4 Private co.mmunication--Mr. Harry Keelan, Chemist.:;:·Boston University 
Three papers were checked and it was found that the maximum evaluated den-
sity was about 0.10 density unit higher for the unglossed condition. This 
indicates. a possible need for research into the importance of glossing 
photographs. A subjective experiment on this problem is reported elsewhere.5 
Comparison of Eastman and DuPont variable contrast papers: 
Tne DuPont variable contrast paper "Varigam" and the llford variable 
contrast paper "Multigrade 11 have been in use for several years. Information 
on these papers exists in the literature (Ref. 47). The variable contrast 
papers all offer the advantage of economy for the user. 
Recently, the Eastman Kodak Company has made their experimental 
(Emulsion 47763A) variable contrast paper available to research workers. 
This emulsion is compared to Varigam in Figure 103. The most noticeable 
difference is in Curve 1 where the Eastman paper achieves the same D as 
max 
the other contrasts. A typical low contrast characteristic of the Vari-
gam paper is the slowly rising shoulder region. For a negative of about 
2.0 units density scale, the Eastman paper of Curve 1 would have a deeper 
black (higher maximum evaluated density) than the DuPont paper of Curve 1 
in Figure 103. 
Another Eastman variable contrast paper (Emulsion 42926A) was checked 
by the author. Emulsion 42926A has a color sensitivity which is reversed 
from that of Emulsion 47763A and Varigam. It would be difficult to use an 
e~ulsion such as 42926A interchangeably with the now accepted color sensi-
5 In Print t)lality for Air Photo Interpretation. 
1+1 
Sensitometric information on various other papers: 
Various photographic papers other than those reported elsewhere6 were 
studied objectively. The results are shown in Figures 79, 80, 83 through 
85, 87 through 102, and 104 through 109. Figure 86 shows the typical growth 
of ContrastM with density.? As most users are interested in the total 
psychophysical contrast capability of a photographic paper, only the maxi-
mum ContrastM is shown on the D-Log E curve sheets. 
6 In ~e Effect of Argon Light in Photographic Printing. 
7 See Chapter 22 in Mees (Ref. 46). 
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CUrTa Emulsion Expires Contrast K Contraat
0 
Contraa~,. Bar-Gaii!M. ASA.::ipee1F A5A Index ti•e 
2 
3 
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Grant Rapid Proces s lng 
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o. 95 90 
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0.95 70 
ee 
25 
15 
1.8 
1,7 
1.7 
15 eec. 
10 aec . 
aec. 
teet by U3 Navy ( TED NPC PH 540 20 Apr 53) 
LOG EXPOSURE 2 3 
te~t by U~ NaTy ( TED NPC PH 540 20 Apr 53) 
B)nulslon Exp ires ContrastM Contraat
0 
Contras t AF Bar- Gartma A.3A Speed AF A;jA Index 
3 
c ~··· . .ur.c;;r 1 
Figure 7 4. 
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e, co 
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with Rapid DeTeloper for I 
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for ll ra i nutee at 68oF. 
U.S. Navy Test of Grant Rapid Process Paper 
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Eastman Variable Contrast 
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fi~ure 7 5. Comparison of 3 Paoers Processed in Grant Stabilizer 
Eastman Azo F 1951 Kodak Data Book 
CUrYe Emulsion 
c 0 General 
c 1 
c 2 
c 3 
c ' 
c ~ 
EXpires Contrast Contrast 
II u 1.60 1.94 
2 . 0 T 2.35 
2.48 2.71 
3 .eo 3.57 
'·eo 4. 27 
2 
Contrast. Bar -Guanaa Speed MA Ind e x 
1.22AF 1.10 Af: 5~[ 1.7 
1.47 1.30 18 4.tl 1.5 
1. 71 1 .. 57 
2.20 e.oo 
2 . 79 2.40 
2 
1? 
1~ 
15 
3.7 1.3 
2.$ 1.1 
2 .3 0.9 
0 7 
s/ D-Loe E Curve3 Courtesy 
l::nst:nan Kodak Co. 
LOG EXPOSURE 
figure 76. Eastman Test of Azo f Paper 
! 
- --- - -·- - ---
Eastman Az o r 1 •tnute in Dektol ( l :2 ) at 68°F Booton University 1952 teet (Tecbn1cal Note i4) 
CUrYe Dlulelon &xp1ree Contraat.11 p ontra•tu Contraat.AJ'Bar-GaiDiaa ASASpeedAI'ASA Index 
c 0 1,1!1" 0.84 20 5,5 2. 1 
c 2 1 . 45 10 2 
c ... 3.42 2.15 1.0 
2r---~----r-- ----------.-----------------r----------------.------. 
.-< 
,......-r 
/ 
0 / 
/ 
/ 
LOG EX POSURE 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
t.! 
/ 
3 
Ea•t•an Azo 1' 1 minute ln Dektol(l;2) at 58°F Boston Un1 Teralty 1952 teat (Technical Not.• 94) 
CUrTa .Qiulsion EXpires Contrast• Contraat
0 
Contraat.AF Bar-Gaftl'laAsASpeed ft f' ASA Index 
c 1,67 1.16 1.2 1 .7 
c 3 :< . 00 10 1.6 1. 2 
c 5 3.06 1'0 0 .8 2~~---------,------~~-.---------~~~~~~~~-~---, 
OGRADIENT 2 
Figure 77. 
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Boston University Test of Azo F Paper 
Ea.at:nan Azo F 3 llli lnu t es in Monobath 212 at 68°F Boston University 1952 test ( Techn1cal Note 94 ) 
Curve Emulsion Expires Contrast!:!' Contrast
0 
ContrastAF Rar-(;arnmaASAvpeedAF A~A Index 
c 0 o.&o 0.42 ' o.s 3.6 
c 2 1. 40 1. 02 3.5 0,9 1.9 
c 3 . :50 2 . 1 2 5,6 0 . 6 1.2 
2r------,-------r------,----------------- ---------,-------------------,--------, 
2 LOG EXPOSURE 
Eastman Azo F 3 mi nutes in Monoba tb 212 at 68°F Boston Un 1 ve r a! ty 1952 t e e t (Tecbn1cal Note 9 4 ) 
CU rve Emulsion EXpir e s Con t rast Contrast Contrast Bar .. Gamma .Speed A~A Inde x 
II u Ar A;jA AF 
c c .eo 0.64 10 1 .3 2 . 2 
c 3 2 .15 1. 39 6 0, 8 1.4 
c 1 9o 1.1 
Figure 78. Boston University Test of Azo F Paper 
Haloid Type I (Not Glossed) ASA PH 2.2- 1953 Dec 53 test 
Curve Emuls i on Expires Contrast Contrast Contrast Bar- Gamma Speed ASA Index 
11 U AF ASA AF 
c 2 18384 Oct 52 2 .47 1.38 1.a 
2 r-----.------.------------.---------------~---------------,r-----, 
Jlaloid TJpo l 
h11.sion 
c 4 10992 
LOG :::XPOSURE 2 
Figure 79. Test :f Unglossed Paper 
(Hot lll.ooood) 
bpiree Contrast 
M 
ASA 2.2-1953 
Contrast 
u 
5.18 
Contra.st AP &1"'-Ge..Daa ASA Speed }3 
2.85 2.60 1.2 
Dec ~ 53 te11t 
ASA Index 
1.0 
4 LOG EXPOSURE 
Figure 80. Test of Unglossed Paper 
JS6 . 
ll&o\ .. n Azo r (Not. G1ooood) Arj!oD Ll&b\,1i •lnu\oo in l>el<\o1 (1 : 2) a\ 6&0r Tob 54 ho\ 
c 0 
c 1 
bp1rea Contraat• Cont.raatU Cont.raat. ,.aar-O.•a Speed. ASA ID.de.z 
AUI!I 54 1, !ill! A 1.18 ASA AT 1.5 
Dec 54 ~ .&o 1.50 1 . 3 
2r-----.-----.------------,----------
Eastman Azo F (Not Gl ossed) Argon Li ght ASA p r ocessing April 54 test 
Cu rve Emulsion Expires Contr asty Contrastu Con trastAF Bar-Gamm.aASASpeedAF ASA Index 
c 1 
c 3 
c 
' 
' 
' 
Dec 54 2.5S 
Jan 55 4. 5·~ 
Nov 
.... 
' 
1. 55 l. J 
2 . 50 1. 0 
60 0 6 
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Figure 81. 
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Comparison of Dektol with ASA Standard Developer 
IS8 
Eaat•an Kodabro11lde J' (Not Glossed) Argon L18ht,li minutes in Dektol (1 :2 ) at 68°F,Feb 5• \est. 
CUrTI l!)lulJSlon Expires Contrast
8 
Contr-astu Contrast.AFBar-Ga~all.a ASASpeedAJ' ASA Index 
C4 Kar 54 4,67 2,55 o.e 
2r------,------.--------------,-----------------,,-----------------,------, 
.10 
) 
0 allADlDIT 2 1 EQIV. LOG KlU'OSURE 3 
Eastman ltodabro.ide F (Not Glossed) Argon light ASA processing April 54 test 
Curve Emul.sion Expires Contrast Contrast. Contrast Bar-Gamma Speed ASA Index 
II U AF ASAAF 
c 4 llarch ,SJ 4.66 2,63 1.0 
2,------,------,-------------,----------------,-----------------.------. 
0 GRAl>UiiT 1 1 EQIV .LOG l!.XPOSURE 2 3 
Figure 82. Comparison of Dektol with ASA Standard Developer 
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Eastman Kodabroe1de f 
CUrTe Eftrula ion EXpires Con :.raat Contrast 
II u 
General 2.02" 2,29 
2 2 . 5a 2.85 
3 3.40 3,74 
4 4,40 5,00 
5 3 
0 LOG lUPOSURI! 1 
Contrast 
AF 
1,36 
1.74 
2,20 
2,93 
0 GRAD IEiiT 1 
1951 Kodak Da·ta Book 
Bar-Gamma ASA Sp eodAF ASA Indox 
1,25 1600 
1.56 1300 
2,04 1000 
2,55 ~50 
2 
41!0 1,6 
liOO 1.4 
19a 1,1 
140 0,9 
D-Log E Curves Courtesy 
E-.. st·ou n Kodak Co . 
figure 83. Eastman Test of Kodabrom1de f Paper 
Ea at.11an Re s iato Ra pid N 
Cur•• Elaula 1 on 
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Contrast 
II u 
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19a1 Kodak Dat.& Book 
Contraet Bar-G&IIII& 
AF ASA~poodAF ASA Index 
1.16 1.01 1200 260 1.6 
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1,66 1, 55 9:>0 16 0 1.0 
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Figure 84 . Eastman Test of Resisto Rapid N Paper 
Ea•~ .. n Raa1ah II 
curn Ellu1a1 on EXp1raa Cont.raat. 
c 0 General 1.12 II 
c 2 1.65 
c 3 e.2o 
c 5 2 
Grant Contact. Air kp Spacial 
Cune Ellu1o1on EXp1raa Contra•t• 
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Figure 85. 
Con~raat 
1.10 
u 
1. 76 
2.40 
4.05 
1961 Ko4all: Da~a Boolr 
Cont.raat Bar-Gana Speed A'A Index 
o.90 Ar o.ao AU tl 1.8 
1.46 
1.90 
3 64 
1.32 
1.72 
10 
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D-Log E Curves CourteQ' 
Eaat."n88l Kodak Co. 
ABA PB 2.2-1963 April 64 ~··~ 
Contrast Contrast A7Bar-G&m•a ASipeedAr ASA Index u 
1.116 1.08 1.14 n a.e 2.2 
2.&4 1.51 1.60 1-2 ~· 1.7 
2.11 1.71 1.65 12 2.5 1.0 
4.114 2.u 2.42 11 l •• 0.9 
LOG UPOSURII 2 
Test of Water Resistant Base Paper 
E~.stma.n Va r i able Contra•t 
C urve £mu..l1 ion 
0 42926& 
Figure 86 . Typical Growth of Contrast M with Density 
fU\IIr 
W:l<o 
Hone 
•• 
&ast•an Un1contraat 1' (Not Glossed) ASA PH 2 .2-1953 Dec 53 teat 
Cur'fe Emulsion &xp1res Contrast Contrast Contrast Bar-Gam111a Speed ASA Index 
• U AF ASAAF 
2 1532 2. 52 2.78 1. 58 1.52 70 15 1.5 
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"'' l "'·-""' 1/ r I 
/ I 
/ I / 
/ I 
/ / __ .// 
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0 GliAllU!iT 1 2 LOG EXl'OtiURE 2 3 
Eaet.aan Unlcontraat. J' ASA PH 2.2-1953 Dec 53 test 
CurTe Kauleion EXpire• Contrast. Cont.raat Contraet Bar-Gam11a Speed ASA Index 
R U AF ASA Al' 
2 1532 1.50 
Zr------.------,--------------.-----------------,----------- -------r------, 
LOG IUPOSURE 2 
Figure 87. Comparison of Glossy with Unglossed Surface 
Anaco Konodex GL (Not. Glos s ed) AdA PH 2 . 2 -1953 De c 5:3 teet 
CurTe f)lulsion !!Xpires Contrast. Contrast Contras t Bar-Gamma $peed .AtiA Index 
II U AF ASA AF 
2 2.15 2 ,47 1.37 1.30 55 1o 1.1 
2 .------.-------.--------------,-------------------,------------------,------, 
~9 ~----~L-----~------------~-L------------------~------------------L-
0 UHADIENT 1 LOG KXPOdURll 2 
Aneco Wonode~ GL ASA PH 2,2-1953 Dec 53 ~ea\ 
EllUl a ion Expire• Cont.rae\ K Cont.rast.U Cont. raet. Al'Bar~uaa AS~peed. A7 ASA Index 
2 2 ,08 1.28 1 . 6 
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~ ~ I i 
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0 GRAD IENT 1 2 LOG IIXPOSURE 2 3 
Figure 88. Comparison of Glossy with Unglossed Surface 
DuPont Orll.gam R (Not Glossed) ASA PH 2.2-195~ Dec 53 test 
Curve Emulsion Expires Contras\i Contras'u ContrastAP Bar-GammaASASpeedAP ASA Index 
2 4011-3156 June 55 2 .oo 1.)0 90 eo 1.6 
2r------T---------------------.-----------------,------------------r-----, 
0 GRADIENT 1 1 LUG EXPOSURE 2 
AtiA PH 2.2-19~ Doc ~ hot DuPont Un1gam R 
CurYe 'Diulaion Expire a Contrast• Contrast.0 Contrast. AP'Bar-Gamma ASA SpeedAf ASA Index 
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Figure 89. Comparison of Glossy with Unglossed Surface 
I t.4-
/(!'" 
DuPont Unigam R 1 minute in 53D at 68•F llov 53 test by DuPont 
Curve Emulsion Expires Contrasty Contrastu Contras t AF Bar-GammaASASpeedAF ASA I ndex 
2 4011- 3156 June 55 1.9!5 1.30 51 1!50 1. 7 
0 LOG EXPOSURE 1 0 GRADIENT 1 2 
Figure 90. Du Pont Test of Unigam R Paper 
..:ru r on t l-.l 3 h o.lpee d Vari g a m lj- m.i nu tea in G3D a t 08° F NaY 53 teet by DuPont 
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Figure 91 . 
Cot.t. r a s t. Co t1 t. r as t. Con tr a st. F.a r-:.a:nma. ..)peed A;;,A Index Filter 
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li minutes in 53D at 58°F Nov 53 teat by DuPont 
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Du Pont Test of High Speed Varigam Paper 
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figure 92. Du Pont Test of High Speed Varigam Paper 
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Du r ant 
Curv e 
0 
Var i~arn B 
Dnulsl o n 
3022 - 201 E 
Expires 
1* rn1nutes in 53D at 58°F 
Contrast Contras t Con t ras t Ba r - Gamma 
K U AF 
0 .93 0. 76 
1. 2 5 
1. 72 
0 . 96 
1. 22 
NoT 53 teet by DuPont 
ASASpe e dAF ASA Index Filter 
150 2 4 1. 7 1F 
160 30 1. 6 3F 
220 40 1.3 5F 
2 .--------.--------.-----------------.-----------------------r----------------------r--------, 
2 2 
Du ran t V1.J.r igam B Nov 53 test b y Du r a n t 
CUrve Ewlsi on Exp1res Con trast Contrast Con tras t Bar - Gamma S1-eed AS.n. l nc.l .: x Fil t.er 
K U U ~ U 
3 022 - 2018 : . 38 o. 35 6 0 25 1.6 4F 
l. 75 1. 2 5 90 35 1.3 7F 
4 : . 95 l. 41 110 34 1.1 9 
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Figure 93. Du Pon t Tes t of Varigam B Pape r 
DuPont va.riea.r~ B 1i a1nu~eo 1n 530 at 68°F NoT 53 ~ .. ~ by DuPont 
CUrve »au lsi on 
3022-2018 
Expires Contrast Contrast Contra.et Bar-Gamma ASA SpeodAF ASA Index F11 ter II u AF 
1,32 0,96 120 25 1.5 2F 
2 1.67 1.23 250 -!.2 1.3 6F 
3 1. 80 1.34 200 36 ],3 SF 
' 
1.92 1.49 75 13 1 . 1 10 
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Figure 94. 0 u Pont Test of Varigam B Paper 
DuPont Varigam A ASA PH 2. 2-1953 Dec . 53 teet 
CUrve Emulsion Expires Contrast Contra!:t Contraat Bal'-Gauma Speed ASA Index 
0 3002-0920 0,92 M u AF 0.86 ~~~ ~ 1.6 lF 
1 1.53 1.08 160 35 1.5 31 
2 1.60 1.13 160 37 1.5 5F 
3 1.85 1.26 200 40 1.4 ?F 
4 1.75 1.27 160 32 1.5 10 
Figure 95. Test of Varigam A Paper 
DuPont Var1 gam R AS., PH 2 ,Z-1 953 Dec 53 teet 
CUrve Emulsi on Expires Contrast Contrast Contras t Bar- Gartrna Speed ASA Index Fllter 
0 3022- 203 2 Oo~53 2,00 II u AF ASA AF 1 . « 25 6.4 1,6 lr 
2 .45 1 , 34 <.7 7.2 1. 7 3 F 
2 2,23 1.26 50 17 1.7 5F 
3 2 . 40 1,33 75 21 1,7 7F 
• 2. 60 1.137 65 20 1.7 9 
0 ~J141)IDT 2 LOr'! EXPOSURE 2 
DuPont Varigam B ASA PH 2.2-1953 Dec. 53 teet 
Curve Emulsion Expires Contrast Contraet Contrast Bar-Gamua Speed ASA I ndex Filter 
H u AF ASA AF 
3022- 2032 Oct. 53 2 . 60 1.39 24 6 . 6 1.6 2F 
2.28 1. 26 27 8 .5 1. 8 4F 
2. 43 1.35 77 21 1.7 6F 
4 2 . 2) 1.)0 65 18 1.8 SF 
2 l. 17 1.7 10 
__. 
Figure 96 . Test of Varigam B Paper 
DuPont Vari~am BT ASA PH 2.2-1953 Dec. 53 t .. t 
Cu.ne '&:lruJ.aion Expires Contrast Contrast Contrast Bar-G&IIma Speed ASA. Index F'ilter 
M u AF ASA AF 
3042-0048 Apr . 52 1. 26 0.86 100 18 2.3 1F 
.2 2.2s 1.28 7~ 29 2,0 3F 
3 2,47 1.44 200 55 1.5 5F 
4 2,60 200 50 1.6 7F 
1.6 10 
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Figure 97. Test of Varigam BT Paper 
DuPont Varip.m R (Not Glossed) ASA PH 2 . 2-1953 Dec, 54 teet 
Curve &:lu.lsion Expires 
0 3011-3124 Dec. 54 
Contraet Contrast Contraat l!a:-Gaau Speed ASA. Indo: Filter 
1.00 K AF -If~ AF2 . 1.6 0 . 80 lF 
1 1. 73 1.10 9 1,8 31 
2.40 1.44 18 3.5 1.4 5F 
4 2. 92 l.BO lJ 2 , 8 1.2 10 
2r------.---.--------------,-----------------,,-----------------~-----, 
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Figure 98 . Test of Unglossed Varigam Paper 
111 
. . 
17 2. 
DuPont Varigam R ( Not Gloaesd) ASA PH 2.2-1953 Dec. 53 teat 
Curve Flauldon Expire• ContraR Contrast Contra at Bar-G&JIIma Spsed ASA Indsx JPilter 
K u AP ASA AF 
3011-3124 Dec. 54 1.20 0 . 84 8 1.9 2F 
2.68 1.55 17 3.6 1.3 6F 
3.08 1,d2 13 2.8 1.1 SF 
E ~ ~ U) \ / I i!i / 
" \ / 7 
/ 
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4 
1 I 
DuPont Varigem R (Not Glossed ) ASA PH 2 .2-1953 Dec. 53 teat 
Curve Er.u.laion Expires Contra at Contraet Contrast Bar-G&Dma Speed ASA Index FU.ts r 
M u AF ASA AF 
3011-3124 Dec. 54 1 . 92 1.22 10 2. 4 1 . 6 4F 
4 2 . 65 1.62 18 3 . 4 1.4 
2 ~ 1 6 19 F 
LOG KXPOSURE 
Figure 99. Test of Unglossed Vangam Paper 
-
II~ 
DuPont Varigam ASA PH 2.2-1953 Dec 53 test 
Curve Emulsion Expires Contrast Contrast Contrast Bar-Gamma Speed ASA Index 1 -..lter 
0.60 
ll u AF 0.59 ASJb AF 0 Rll 1206 9 2.1 1J' 
1 1.35 0.67 30 ll 2.1 3J' 
2 1.60 1.29 90 22 1.5 5F 
3 2.15 1.1,2 170 33 1.3 7F 
4 2 .26 1.58 120 23 1.3 10 
2 
figure roo. Test of Water rtesistant Base Varigam Paper 
1?4 
DuPont Varigam (\~ate r resistant base ) A:JA PH 2 , 2-1953 Dec. 53 t ee t 
Curve Emulsion Expires Contrast Contra st Contrast Bar-Gamna Speed ASA Index Filter 
M u AF w 11' 0 3564- 2019 May 54 0.77 1 .8 1F 
1,3£ 0.92 16 3,6 1.7 3F 
1,85 1.19 28 4, 7 1.5 5F 
2 ,15 1.39 35 4, 7 1.) ?F 
4 2 . 5f: 1.59 28 3 . 6 1.1 10 
DuPont Varigam (Water reebtant base ) ASA PH 2 . 2-1953 Dec. 53 teet 
Curve Emulsion Expires Contrast Contrast Contrast ~ ..... speed ASA Index Filter 
M AF ASA AF 
3564-2019 May 54 1. 0 8 0,80 30 6 1.8 2F 
1. 30 1.08 20 6 1.6 4F 
2,00 1.27 40 8 1 . 4 6F 
2 , (' 7 1 . 40 33 1.4 8F 
2 , 0 0 36 9 
f igure 101. Test of Water Resistant Base Va ri gam Paper 
J7S 
Du f·ont Vari~arn ( Wa t e r res istttnt base ) 1! :ni nuta s 1:1 D-72 (1 : 2) at 68°F, 2 sec onds exposure 
G"..1rv e :!:mulsion Expires Cont r ast Contrast Cont r as t Fl a r- ;.nm1la S pe ed 1\S A In d ex Filter 
)( U AF ,; SA AF 
2 356 4 -201 9 May 54 2 . 6 5 l. 7 7 1. 54 570 10 5 1 . 2 5F 
3.60 2.46 2 . 06 ~20 55 1. 0 10 
Zr-----------.-------------------,----------------r-------.-------.-------.-------. 
May 53 teat by V'l rl f!' ht Ai r De velopment Center 
0 LOG EXPOSURE 0 CRADI I!:NT 1 
DuPont Vart gam (Wa ter resi atant base) li minutec l n D- 72 (1 :2) at 68°F , 2 seconds &Xf.~OSure 
Curve Emulsion EXpires Con trast Con trust Cont'rast Bar- Ga mma Speed ASA Index !'lltor 
0 3564-2019 llay 5 4 1.32:.1 u AF A~A AF o . 9B 60C 60 1.4 1F 
1 2 .00 1.17 440 78 1.5 3F 
3 3.20 1.86 7~ 110 1.0 7F 
--. ~: ·-. 
)-
/ 
I 
' 
') ' 3 
.. 
May 53 teat by Wright Air DeTelopment C nter 
Figure 102. WADC Test of Water Resistant Base Varigam Paper 
=: ast.man Varh.bl e Cont ra st.;! minute in Dektol ( 1 t o 2) ~ 68°F,Larnp 3000°K; Test by Eastman 
Cu rve Emulsio n Expi re s Co n tru. st.lf Cont ra stU ~ontrastA F Ear- Gamma i, S~peed AFAS/. Ind ex Fi~ter 
47763.\ 
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c.. GRAi.il!::N T 1 
Du?ont Varigam ( .. at.er rt!s ist.a nt 
CU rve Dnublior. EJq.•i rc ::~ 
35:J4 - ~ :l9 Hay 
"· 
1.71 
1. 8 4 
3.50 
2 . 92 
ba s e ) 
Co!:t r :\llt 
l. ;) G 
1 .ec 
l. : s 
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0 .93 22 2 .3 we 
1.0 1 2 4 2 . 3 1i4 
1. 68 36 1.2 W3 4 
1.64 95 l.5 No ne 
__ ___ 2 . 06 _ ___ 1. 2 /, 3 5 
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;t-· 
• End .fo ln ts u.r e fr orn A ..J t\ Hi 2 .2-JS:,53 
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APPENDIX D 
A PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR DESIGNATING PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS 
Summary: The American Standard PH 2.2-1953 specifies the method used 
in sensitometric testing of photographic papers. PH 2.2-1953 requires that 
photographic papers be graded by Scale Index in addition to the traditional 
contrast nurooers of 0 through 5. Speed is omitted from the standard. 
In the proposed system, five sensitometric measures are claimed neces-
sary for specifying the performance of photographic papers. These measures 
are constant for a particular emulsion under a specified set of conditions. 
The five constants are grouped into the code, for example: 
Curve l20Gl65E6 
I .f.~t• Pr" / , ,__\ ~ dent1 1ca 1on 1nt1ng ~1mum Speed 
as the photo Index Evaluated 
paper code. Density 
Toe Curve 
letter 
Shoulder Curve 
letter 
In the code: decimal points are omitted from the log values Printing Index 
and Maxi1num Evaluated Density, the letters represent approximate radii, and 
the speed is arithmetic. The code is determined from a film template which 
is used over the D-Log E curve. From a given code and the template, it is 
also possible to reconstruct a good approximation of the original D-Log E 
curve. 
It is suggested that the code for each fresh emulsion be placed on 
the carton label together with the conventional contrast and emulsion 
serial nwnbers. If the proposed system is acceptable, the code is 
suggested as a replacement f or the present ASA Scale Index. 
. I NTRODUCTION 
In this age of automation, more and more photofinishers are using 
.sensitometric quality control. One prominent manufacturer is currently mar-
keting a relatively inexpensive densitometer for the senu-technical users. 
The u. s. Air Force is now supplying its field units with simplified sensito-
metric equipment. The importance of sensitometric quality control of photo 
finishing has been realized by progressive photo finishers. 
A popular notion is that t he measure of a single sensitometric con-
stant should be used for grading photographic papers. Bar-gamma, which is 
the slope of two parallel lines each 0 . 1 density apart and tangent to the 
D-Log ~ curve was once proposed as a grade number. The ASA Scale Index--
Log Exposure Scale to the nearest O.l lo g unit betv.reen ASA endpoints--is now 
used as a supplementary grade number (Ref. 3) . 
As a first approach a possible relationship behveen Scale Index and 
Bar-gannna v.Jas considered. The D-Log E curves of 230 positive materials were 
studied and the results plotted in Figure 110. However, the ~vide range of 
ASA Scale Index for a given Bar-gamma establishes that no simple relationship 
exists. 
A second consideration was the possible use of Jones' expression for 
psycho-physical contrast (Ref. 26). This is de f ined as the area under the 
Density-Gradier1t curve. This single value has merit when referred to the 
entire density scale of a negative of, say, 1. 5 log units. }funy aerial 
photographic negatives, hov.rever, often contain low·- contrast specific targets 
of, say, 0.15 log units . Here the gradient of the D- Lo g E curve is important 
and psychophysical contrast is of little help. 
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Figure 110. Variation of ASA Index with Bar·Gamma 
•• 
The D-Absolute Log E curves for paper contain the information one 
needs, but it is usually difficult to extract the information. Because of 
the impracticability of an exact mathematical expression, it is generally 
agreed that the curve should be analyzed graphically. To do this, end-
points are needed. Some endpoints which have been suggested are: 0.2 
gradient endpoints (Refs. 25 through 31), 0.1 to 1. G-endpoints (Ref. 32), 
0.2 density endpoints (Ref. 48), and bar-gamma endpoints (Ref. 3). 
A method of analyzing the D-Log E curve is to consider the individual 
1 
measures, or constants, separately. One advantage is that in most photo-
graphic applications these constants do not have to be determined with 
great accuracy. For convenience, the constants may be grouped into a code 
and used to specify a given photographic paper. This group of constants 
then represents the particular paper more precisely than does the present 
single grade number. 
1 For any given emulsion and set of conditions • 
PRDBLEM 
Traditionally, photographic papers have been graded in "contrast 
numbers" of from 0 through 5. These 6 contrast nwnbers are · . · , gross 
indicators of expected performance. 
Various efforts have been made to improve the situation. For example: 
the American Standards Association has devised the Scale Index (Ref. 3). 
1 . 
The US Air Force has expressed awareness of the need for university research 
to irrprove the classification system of photographic papers. John Centa 
(Ref. 9) has proposed the five factors of: Useful Maximum Density, Useful 
Total Scale, Toe Scale, Shoulder Scale, and Speed for specifying photographic 
papers. These efforts imply that the present 6 contrast numbers are insuf-
ficient. 
The problem then is to devise an adequate grading system for -
photographic papers. 
1 In the January 1954 list of suggested thesis titles by the USAF Institute 
of Technology. 
PROPOSED SYSTEM 
A group of individual sensitometric constants will now be considered. 
As some of these constants are now deterndned graphically with the aid of 
a film template overlay (Ref. 3), it would appear logical to determine 
the remaining constants graphically. In designing the template described 
below ever.y effort was made to match the magnitude of the ASA determined 
values. The constants are grouped to form a code. 
Shoulder Point: 
ASA PH 2.2-1953 defines the intersection of the D-Log E curve with 
the lower framing line1 as the point of maximum evaluated density. 11Shoul-
der point" is used here as a more appropriate title. 
Toe Point: 
· The precise determination of the point in the toe region poses 
graphical difficulties. Photographic papers are characterized by their long 
sweeping toe regions of the D-Log E curve. The gradient in this region in-
creases slowly, and the angle between the curve and the 0.02 density above 
fog line is quite small. Meticulous draftsmanship is required to insure an 
accurate intersection. A small error in density will cause a large error 
on the log exposure axis. 
To locate the toe point more accurately, the angle of intersection 
must be increased. Probably the simplest method would be to use the inter-
section of the upper framing line and the curve. However, this intersection 
1 Of the two parallel lines 0.1 log unit apart which are placed tangent to, 
and "frame 11 the D-Log E curve. 
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consistently occurs higher than 0.02 density units above base+ fog and is 
unusable. It was considered required that the toe point be kept in essentially 
the same place as determined under ASA PH 2.2-1953. A simple method of lo-
eating the toe point about 0.02 density unit s above base + fog is to place 
another line to the left of, and parallel to, the bar-gamma lmver framing 
line. However, the distance bet1.veen these parallel lines depends upon the 
toe curvature which varies considerably, so a family of straight lines is 
required. For convenience, a set of 24 lines were chosen and labeled the 
same as their corresponding toe radii. 
Printing Index: 
An important item is the Printing Index. To avoid confusion vJith other 
11 indices 11 in photographic usage, the descriptive word 11Printing 11 has been 
included. The Printing Index is defined as the log exposure scale to the 
nearest 0.05 log units between the toe and shoulder points. The dec~nal 
point is omitted to simplify the code. 
Toe Curve Letter: 
In the toe region of many D-Log E curves for papers, the gradient plots 
as nearly a straight line of finite slope. This indicates quadratic shape 
for the toe re gion. The curvature at any point may be calculated from the 
well known equation of calculus: 
2 -1.5 
Curvature (d Gradient) (1 + Gradient ) _ :__. _ 
= (d LogE ) 
Since the region near the vertex of a quadratic may be approximated by 
the arc of a circle, a f ew representative circles whose arcs approximate the 
toe of the D-Log E curves were chosen. The toe radius appears to 
vary from about 0.1 to about 15 log units . Therefore this range v-ras 
divided into workable portions. Since numbers are used to designate 
sensitometric constants such as DS and Log ES, the 24 possible radii were 
labeled A through Z, omitting I and 0. 
If equal increments of radii were chosen, a large portion of the 
available letters would be used for the longer radii. In D-Log E curves 
with lmv gradients, a relatively large chang-e of radii is required to 
produce a reasonable change in bar-gamma. The radii corresponding to 
equal increments of bar-gamma were measured for a large number of D-Log E 
curves. As the bar-gannna increased arithmetically, the radii vmre 
observed to increase as an approximate exponential. Therefore, an 
arbitrary initial increment of 0.1 log units >vas chosen and the increment 
was increa sed exponentially2 in 24 steps through the final increment of 
1.79 log units. Since the arc of a circle of more than 7.06 log units 
radius is practically a straight line, the letter Z includes all radii 
above 7.06 log units. The mid radius of each lettered increment is 
shown for reference in Table I: 
~ For a plotting scale of 1 density unit = 2.5 inches , the exponent is 
the ~or 1.091. 
/~0 
·e 
TABLE I 
Curve Radius in Log Units 
Letter Radius letter Radius Letter Radius 
0.00 1.11 3.33 
A 0.05 J 1.21 s 3.53 
0.10 1.31 3.72 
B 0.15 K 1.42 T 3.95 
0.21 1. 53 4.16 
c 0.27 L 1.64 u 4-4B 
0.33 1.76 4.65 
D 0.39 M 1.89 v 4.91 
0.46 2.03 5.17 
E 0.53 N 2.17 w .5.46 
0.60 2 • .3],: 5.75 
F 0.68 p 2.46 X 6.16 
0.75 2.62 6.37 
G 0.84 Q 2.79 y 6.71 
0.92 2.95 7.06 
H 1.02 R 3.14 z 7.40 
1.11 3.33 
The perpendicular distance from the ASA toe point to the lower framing 
line was measured for a large number of D-Log E curves. The curves were 
then grouped according to toe curvature. For each lettered group, the 
frequency distribution of perpendicular line lengths was determined. A 
representative value of perpendicular distance was then chosen for each 
lettered group. These values fell into a pattern of an approximate exponen-
tial. The pattern chosen for adjacent lettered groups was the length of a 
perpendicular-measured in log units--raised to the 1.15 power. The lines 
for determining the toe point are lettered to conform to the corresponding 
toe curvatures. 
The Toe Curve Letter describes the approximate curvature of the t oe 
region . The template has radii as the boundaries for a given letter. Holes 
are punched through the template as an aid in sketching the curve. VJhen 
the radii template is used in the toe region, the holes indicating the mid-
density portion of the curve above the templa te vertex are located mid- way 
between bounding radii. In the portion below the template vertex, the 
holes are located 2/3 of the distance up from the l o-vrer boundary radius. 
This is to account for the typical flattening of t he D-Log E curve at the 
extreme end. This slight offset permits the use of the D-Log E axis (a 
convenient reference) as one side of the angle to be bisected. 
Haximum Evaluated Density: 
The Vlaximum Evaluated Density indicates to the user the deepest 
measured black of which the paper is capable. This fact is valuable to the 
technician, who is trying to reproduce the luminance scale from a scene in 
ground photography . In the code, the value is given to the nearest 0 . 05 
density units above base . The decimal point is onutted. 
Shoulder Curve Letter: 
The Shoulder Curve Letter describes the approximate curvature in the 
shoulder region. It is determined in a similar manner as the Toe 
/'11 
Curve Letter. The angle between the upper framing line and the assumed 
maximum density 0.05 units above the shoulder point is used. This line of 
assumed maximum density was determined by examining a large number of D-Log 
E curves and selecting the typical value of units. 
Speed: 
Speed is an important item. It is designated by arithmetic numbers 
which are more meaningful to the average user than log values. In this code: 
104-Speed .., E Where E is the exposure in mcs of the shoulder point. 
As the arithmetic speed number may have from 1 through 4 digits, it is placed 
last in the code. Approximate increments of 0.05 log units are used. This 
allows manufacturing tolerance and yet is more precise than the present gross 
system of relative speeds. With a large characteristic in the log value 
(such as 3.05) the arithmetic number (as 1122.) is inconvenient to use. 
Therefore the following rounded-off speed numbers are used: 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
13 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
25 
28 
32 
35 
40 
45 
50 
56 
63 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
125 
140 
160 
180 
200 
225 
250 
280 
315 
350 
400 
450 
500 
560 
630 
710 
800 
900 
1000 
1120 
1260 
1410 
1590 
1780 
2000 
2240 
2510 
2820 
3160 
3550 
3980 
4470 
5000 
Identification as the photo paper code: 
'Ihe word "Curve" is used to identify the meaningful grouping of 
numbers and letters as a representation of the approximate D-Log E curve. 
Reconstructing the Curve: 
It is possible that some users will require the complete D-Log E 
curve. Generally, curves for specific emulsion batches will be supplied 
by the manufacturer upon request. However, from the coded data and tem-
plate, the approximate curve may be reconstructed. The procedure is ex-
plained in Figure 112. 
I'll 
ANALYSIS 
The method of reconstructing the approximate curve can best be 
analyzed by showing the tolerances in graphical construction. Figure 
111 shows the limits within which typical curves are reconstructed. 
Table II shows close agreement between the actual and the selected 
perpendicular distances from the lower framing line to the toe point. 
TABLE II 
Amount 
Mean Perpendicular 
Toe Difference 
Letter in Distance* 
c +0.050 
D +0.017 
E +0.014 
F 4-0.010 
G +0.0005 
H -0.003 
J -0.036 
K -l-0.020 
L -0.020 
M -0.076 
N -0.003 
Overall Mean -
-0.015 
* in density units 
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The determination of the toe point by the (Figure 112) template 
method causes the printing index to vary slightly from the ASA Index. 
'lhe column headed 11 6 Log E" in '!able III shows the ma.gni tude of this 
error for each lettered toe curvature group studied. The values in the 
column were obtained by multiplying the corresponding value of lable II 
by the cosine of the acute angle between the perpendicular line and the 
Log E axis. 
TABLE III 
Amount ASA Values Differ From (Figure 112) '!emplate Values 
Toe Based 
letter ~ ALog E* on No. of Curves 
c t0.020 +0.045 3 
D +0.007 -t0.015 20 
E f0.006 to.Ol2 33 
F +0.005 +0.009 56 
G -0.000 0.000 43 
H -0.002 -0.002 23 
J -0.022 -0.028 14 
K t0.012 +0.016 4 
L -0.012 -0.016 1 
M -0.049 -0.058 5 
N -0.057 -0.059 3 
* in density units 
The method of determining the toe and shoulder curvatures is by 
the visual inspection of "best fit." Since this requires personal 
judgment, some disagreement is expected. '!his disagreement probably 
will not exceed ± one letter group. 
There is the inherent error of graphical construction. This error 
has been minimized by providing clear spaces between the lines in which 
to view the curve. 
The speed values obtained from the (Figure 112) template method 
will be close to those previously determined and published as (old) ASA 
speeds. This offers the advantage of less confusion to the user. 
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To Draw the Curve from the Code: 
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560 zszo 
630 3160 "~URVE 120Glt5~~ 
/ ;M .. :ldmum Speed Printing Evaluated 
Index Density Shoulder 
3550 
3980 
4470 
5000 
Bioect the~:::- template on <hi~a.k and lightly ' ER - in <he code; 
Place the ' he toe point. UR VE LETT a uumed 
paso eo th•nugh t - the SHOULDER ~tween the line o~adil template 
Note the •••,~nd ~~::::the obtu••f::!'i:: line. P i;:•o:h:ole• P""" 
mple "E · d the uppu lette•ed a h thi• a.c. E:.,.mum denolty an the ohouide , cu• v:nd ligh<ly oketc -
':n thi• bi•:"::::lde, poin<. Muk il a s<night line <an 
<h•ough t • . lin eo ligh<ly ~;:~ . 
Within the fum..;~:, and the <oe <he penc il 
gent to tbe obo th D - Log E cu~~:.~~u To e 
Curve 
Letter 
""f rraming lines ;o:~::~iatlon. 
Standar s American 
Curve 
Letle• Publlohed lO J';IR ';;~GE 
UNJTEO STATES 
tfi.M e.~ VR'Al"P\r E. 
Captain, USAF 
Dnw in ink a :';';~he cons<nctlon E cu•ve i • now 
•ke<ching . E• une •heet. T~:.~~7:~ clooe •:<;;::::,-_ 
Label <he c The cune ••P • ob<ained by t~•••h 
complete . he o riginal cur; the pa.rtic;ular ~::~~::ol~boratory test 0 
emulsion. 
.... 
... 
Q 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is concluded that sensitometric constants determined by the 
(Figure 112) template method are sufficiently close as to be practically 
interchangeable with those constants deterruined by the American Standard 
PH 2.2-1953 method. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is suggested : 
1. That the proposed coding system be evaluated by photographic 
manufacturers, research workers, and other interested users.1 
2. That written evaluations of the system be subwitted to the 
Chairman, PH 2 Committee of the American Standards Association2 for con-
sideration of possible standardization. 
3. That, if acceptable, the code for each fresh emulsion be deter-
mined by the manufacturer and printed on the label together with the 
present contrast grade number and emulsion serial number. 
1 The author invites interested qualified users to obtain film templates 
without charge for trial use. Address communications to: Ralph E. Andrea, 
Captain USAF, 3960th Ati Wg, APO 156, San Francisco, California. Tem-
plates are available at scales of 1 Log Unit = 2.00, 2.50, or 2.66 inches. 
2 Mr. H.R. Sprentall, Kodak Park, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, New 
York. The author gratefully acknowledges Mr. Sprentall's consent to 
consolidate the individual evaluations for presentation to the American 
Standards Association. 
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PRINT QUALITY FOR AIR PHO'ID IN'IERPRETATION 
Ralph E. Andrea, 
Captain US.AF'f• 
Summary: An experiment is described in which military photo inter-
preters select between stereographs on the basis of information content. 
The 16 stereographs used were all printed from the same pair of negatives 
of scale 1:8,400. Each stereograph was printed differently to emphasize 
one or more of 13 targets in the scene. The interpreters viewed individual 
targets in each stereograph through an Abrams CF-8 stereoscope and recorded 
their choice on a questionnaire. A choice was also made for overall ap-
pearance without using the stereoscope. 
The results from 35 observations are: 
Comparison Preference 
Light Transparency 
vs. Light Transparency 
Dark Transparency 
Light Print 
vs. 
Dark Print 
Transparency 
vs. 
Print 
Higher Gradient 
vs. 
Lower Gradient 
(Within similar 
density ranges) 
Light Print 
Transparency 
Higher Gradient 
Percent (Averaged 
From N Targets) 
100 
93 
81 
80 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*USAF Institute of 1echnology with duty station at Boston University 
Institute of Aerial Photography. This thesis work was supported under 
Contract AF 33(166)-21. 
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Collimated Light 
Pr inting 
ve . 
Di.ftuae Light 
Printing 
Eastman Va.ri•ble 
Cootra•t 
va. 
DuPont Varigaa 
Unterrotyped 
Glo asy Sur! aoe 
va. 
Ferrotyped Qloeay 
Surface 
East.ma.n Varuele 
Contrast 
Unterrotyped Glossy 
Surtaoe 
74 
66 
59 
It ia concluded that tor gaining intormation under the conditione ef 
t his s t.udy mill tary photo interpreters abo•: 
1. Strong preterenoe tor positin t r&naparenoiea instead of pollitive 
paper printa. 
2 . Strong preference tor po81tive• which were printed !rom colli-
mat eo light in•tead ot poaitins printed from di!tuse light. 
·-. 
3. Strong preference for lighter appearing iMtead or darker appearing 
positives; providing the detail• ar neither "washed out" nor ''blocked Up . " 
'lhere 18 a tendeney tor very light "washed out highlights• to be accepted 
"While "'blocked up shadows" are reje cted. 
4 · Strong pre!erene6 f or posit ive material D-Log E CuJ'ft gradients 
which ar e higher instead of lower !or the same general range o! densities 
in t he positive. 
5. )&)d.erat.e preference tor priota .made on Eastman Variable Contraat 
Paper (Expel'iuental Emuleion 4 776JA) inetead of prints made on DuPont V8l"i 'f. 
gam when both are printed with ultr ~Tiolet light tor uae in the toe region 
or their respecti ve D-Log E curves. 'Ihie .does not mean t ha t DuPont Variga m. 
-'G f 
paper is unacceptable. Ule Eastman paper has the advantagee o! reaching 
, 
tM same Dmax for all contrasts, and of having the sa~ directional color 
response as Varigam. 
6. Crlly a slight preference tor unglossed surface prints instead of 
glossy surface prints. 
'nl8 conclusions would seem to warrant expenditure of time and effort 
toward: 
1. Develo~nt of eui table ttq uipment. !or viewing poai ti va transpar-
encies in stereo without cutting ind1Tidual trames tram the roll. 
2. Study the feasibility of using: 
a. Variable contrast poaitivv transparency in roll form. 
b. tnly variable contrast paper tor continuous tone printing 
(instead of papers of separate contrasts). 
J. Supplying a eumr~ey o! the intorruat.ion in this report regarding 
the photo interpreter 1 a preferences in 'Dtahnical Order form to appropriate 
photo!iniahing agencies. 
:~ 
Summary: 
APPEl\J'DI X A 
SUBJECTIVE GRAY I N JUR PHOTOGRAPHY 
Ralph E. Andrea, 
Captain USA~<-
A vertical aerial stereo scene of scale 1:8,400 was shown to 18 
photo interpreters and 100 other adults of varied occupations. Three 
relatively homogeneous areas of low density differences on each of 7 
prints were viev-md. Each patch was described by the subject as "black", 
"dark gray", "gray", "light gray" or 11white 11 without reference to a 
standard. In addition, the 18 photo interpreters described the same 
areas in 2 positive transparencies. A USAF light table was used to 
illuminate the transparencies. For the 100 observers, the frequency 
distribution of densities in reflectance was plotted for each of the 5 
responses. 
The report concludes that for the conditions of the experiment: 
1. Photo interpreters tend to respond the same as persons in 
other occupations to subjective gray. 
2. Densities in transmittance from positive transparencies 
viewed over a USAF light table tend to evoke the same 
subjective gray responses as densities in reflectance. 
*USAF Institute of Technology with duty station at Boston University 
Institute of Aerial Photography. This paper covers work incidental to 
the author's MA thesis Print alit for Air Photo Inter retation, and 
was supported under Contract AF 33 l -21. 
.3. !he following are the most probable values which correspond to 
t.he 5 subject! ve gr;q responses and the 4 intermediate (50-SO 
chance) desoripticna: 
Denait;r ifwl .. ll 
~inelucUaa bat•1 Rtfltotance Cu9 Ptgript.ion 
1.90 0.01 11.0 "Blackn 
1.s; O.QJ 111.5 (Black-Dark Gray) 
1.40 0.04. J!J2.0 "Dark Gray" 
1.05 0.09 N.3.5 (Dark 0r&J-Gr&7) 
0.70 0.20 N.5.0 "Or&JI1 
O.Sl 0.31 fi6.0 (Ozoay-IJ.gbt Gray) 
0.)0 o.so m.s "Li&ht Gray" 
0.17 0.68 IE • .$ (Light Grq-White) 
0.10 0.8Q 19.0 ""h!te II 
APPENDIX B 
THE EFFECT OF ARGON LIGHT IN PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING 
Ralph E. Andrea, 
Captain USAF-* 
Summary: One hundred and two photographic positive emulsions were 
exposed to both 2854°K (white) light and argon glow (blue) light and 
given conventional processing. The percent change of argon determined 
values from ASA PH 2.2-1953 values for sensitometric constants ASA Scale 
Index, Bar-Gamma, and Ps,ychophysical Contrast are shown. The conclusions 
are that 95% of the time: 
1. Argon light printing caused changes ranging from -35% through 
+13% in ASA Scale Index from the value obtained with white light 
printing. 
2. Argon light printing caused changes ranging from -51% through 
+21% in Bar-Gamma from the value obtained with white light printing. 
3. Argon light printing caused changes ranging from -28% through 
t64% in Psychophysical Contrast from the value obtained with white 
light printing. 
It is recommended that manufacturers' instruction sheets and photo-
graphic handbooks include more information regarding the effect of argon 
printing light. 
*USAF Institute of Technology with duty station at Boston University 
Institute of Aerial Photography. This paper covers work incidental to 
the author's MA thesis Print. alit for Air Photo Inter retation, and 
was supported under Contract AF 33 166 -21. 
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APPENDIX C 
MISCELLANEOUS SENSITO!~TRIC INFORMATION ON PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS 
Ralph E. Andrea, 
Captain USA~-
Swnrnary: Miscellaneous sensitometric information on the following 
items regarding photographic papers is presented: 
1. Grant Rapid Processing Paper. 
2. Azo Paper in Boston University Monobath 212. 
3. Comparison of Dektol and PH 2.2-1953 Developers. 
4. Comparison of Glossed and Unglossed surfaces. 
5. Comparison of Eastman and DuPont variable contrast papers. 
6. Sensitometric information on various other papers. 
Some of the possible uses for the techniques are discussed. No con-
elusions or recommendations are made. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*USAF Institute of Technology with duty station at Boston University 
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author 1 s MA thesis Print Quail t):for Air Photo Interpretation, and was 
ported under Contract AF 33(166 21. 
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APPENDIX D 
A PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR DESIGNATING PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS 
Ralph E. Andrea, 
Captain USAP-~ 
Summary: The American Standard PH 2.2-1953 specifies the method used 
in sensitometric testing of photographic papers. PH 2.2-1953 requires that 
photographic papers be graded by Scale Index in addition to the traditional 
contrast numbers of 0 through 5. Speed is omitted from the standard. 
In the proposed system, five sensitometric measures are claimed neces-
sary for specifying the performance of photographic papers. These measures 
are constant for a particular emulsion under a specified set of conditions. 
The five constants are grouped into the code, for example: 
Curve 120Gl65E6 
~/t~ 
Identification Printing Maximum Speed 
as the photo Index Evaluated 
paper code. Density 
Toe Curve 
Letter 
Shoulder Curve 
Letter 
In the code: decimal points are omitted from the log values Printing Index 
and Maximum Evaluated Density, the letters represent approximate radii, and 
the speed is arithmetic. The code is determined from a film template which 
is used over the D-Log E curve. From a given code and the template, it is 
also possible to reconstruct a good approximation of the original D-Log E 
curve. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*USAF Institute of Technology with duty station at Boston University In-
stitute of Aerial Photography. This paper covers work incidental to the 
author's MA thesis Print Qualit):for Air Photo Interpretation, and was sup-
ported under Contract AF 33(166 21. 
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It is suggested that the code for each fresh emulsion be placed on 
the carton label together with the conventional contrast and emulsion 
serial numbers. If the proposed system is acceptable, the code is 
suggested as a replacement for the present ASA Scale Index. 
,_I I 
